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ABSTRACT 
The on-line monitoring for illicit radioactive material with a minimum number of 
false detections is a critical need for homeland security; however, low signal-to-noise 
ratios make distinguishing between a transient radiation source and static natural 
background particularly difficult.  The primary objectives of this work were to apply both 
Bayesian and classical statistical process control chart techniques to the on-line 
monitoring of radiological data and to then compare the Type I (false positive) and Type 
II (false negative) error incidence rates.  The Shewhart (3-sigma) and cumulative sum 
(CUSUM) control charts were the classical procedures adopted, while the Bayesian 
technique employed was the Shiryayev-Roberts (S-R) control chart.  Because on-line 
environmental monitoring does not allow for corrective action following an out-of-
control signal, two versions of the CUSUM and S-R procedures known as total reset and 
alarm reset methods were developed that differ only in the manner in which test statistics 
are reset subsequent to an alarm.  In addition, the S-R total reset method was modified to 
account for a delay in response before and after an out-of-control signal.  The best 
method in terms of the minimization of Type I errors was the S-R total reset method 
followed by the 3-sigma and CUSUM total reset methods.  In terms of Type II errors, the 
CUSUM alarm reset procedure more readily detected fleeting small changes and 
intermediate changes in the mean count rate, while the S-R alarm reset control scheme 
was better suited for detecting small sustained changes.  At high count rates, the 3-sigma 
control chart resulted in the fewest number of false negative detects independent of the 
amount of time a source was present.  Because of the inherent slow response time 
iii
associated with the S-R method even at high count rates, it was difficult for these 
methods, as developed in this thesis, to minimize the number of Type II errors when the 
shift in the mean count rate was great enough for competing methods to detect. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
While a nuclear warhead is a weapon of mass destruction that if detonated would 
result in severe physical destruction, a radioactive dispersal devise (RDD) or “dirty 
bomb” is a weapon of mass disruption that would primarily inflict psychological damage 
on a community (Geelhood et al. 2003).  In 2002, a lost medical gauge discovered in 
North Carolina was found to contain a pea-sized 74 GBq of cesium (Mackenzie 2002).  
During a presentation to a Senate committee in March of 2002, it was stated that the 
explosion of a bomb containing 10 kg of TNT and this same radioactive source would 
pollute an area one and a half kilometers long (Mackenzie 2002).  According to 
Mackenzie (2002), at the expected (modeled) level of contamination current United 
States law would require long-term evacuation or demolition if decontamination is not 
possible.  Thus, the detonation of a dirty bomb would contaminate only the immediate 
area and has a huge potential for severe economic disruption.  Major urban centers are the 
most likely targets of such attacks.   
When monitoring for the presence of unauthorized nuclear material, the 
consequences of false positives (Type I errors) are problematic while the consequences of 
false negatives (Type II errors) could be devastating.  With the ever-present threat of 
terrorist attacks on American soil, the on-line monitoring for pre-nuclear event warning 
signs with the minimum number of false detections is a critical need to homeland security 
(ADA Technologies 2004).   
2For the case of low-level radioactivity, statistical fluctuations in the detector 
signal make identifying actual source activity particularly difficult.  Distinguishing 
between a radiation source and natural background becomes even more complex as one 
decreases detection time and increases shielding around the source/detector or increases 
the distance between the source and the detector.  Any of the aforementioned 
complications decreases the signal-to-noise ratio and could potentially result in a false 
positive detection if the alarm level is set too low or a false negative detection if the 
alarm level is set too high.  Clearly, one wishes to minimize the probability of making 
both types of errors.   
Traditionally, the procedure for determining whether or not an observed signal 
should be interpreted as a true “detect” is based on a critical level, Lc. If the signal 
exceeds Lc, it is assumed that some real activity is present.  The critical level is a 
compromise between detection probability and a nuisance alarm rate increase.  If the 
critical level is set at a high value, the likelihood of false positives will be decreased but 
detection probability will decrease as well.  
Bayesian statistics provides a framework for monitoring that is different from 
classical statistical methods in that Bayesian methods allow for the incorporation of 
expertise and prior knowledge to the decision process.  Although Bayesian statistics date 
back to the 18th century, advances in computers and the limitations of traditional 
statistical techniques have led to a significant increase in the application of Bayesian 
methods in many fields of science.  The fundamental principle of Bayesian statistics is 
based on Bayes’ Theorem, which quantifies how new information changes the probability 
3that an existing belief is correct.  Although the Bayesian concept is straightforward, its 
evaluation is more mathematically complicated than classic frequentist techniques.  
Because Bayesian methods directly calculate the probability that activity is 
present given the measured count rate while allowing for the inclusion of prior 
knowledge, a Bayesian statistical analysis has the potential to reduce the number of false 
positives without compromising sensitivity.  The on-line monitoring of radioactive 
material with the minimum number of false positive and false negative detects is a critical 
need for homeland security.  To fulfill this need, research has been conducted comparing 
the effectiveness of Bayesian versus classical statistical process control chart techniques 
as applied to on-line radiological monitoring.   
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Radiation Monitoring
Effective radiation monitoring tools are essential to homeland security, especially 
since detecting the presence of a nuclear weapon or dirty bomb is complicated by the 
effects of shielding, time and distance relative to the detector.  If the radioactive material 
is in a moving vehicle, the period of time that a single detector will register an increased 
signal amongst the natural background can be very short.  Incorporating Bayesian 
statistics into the analysis of monitoring data may improve the ability of a system to 
detect and confirm the presence of unauthorized nuclear material so that timely and 
effective emergency response can be provided in the event of a terrorist incident (ADA 
Technologies 2004).   
When monitoring for illicit radioactive material, the presence of naturally 
occurring radioactive material (NORM), medical radionuclides and legal shipments of 
anthropogenic radionuclides can lead to systematic nuisance alarms (Geelhood et al. 
2003).  In these instances, an alarm would be issued as a result of the positive detection 
of radioactivity during routine commerce. 
Because radioactive decay is a Poisson process, statistical false alarms known as 
Type I and Type II errors can also occur as a result of fluctuations in the number of 
recorded events.  A critical level of concern above which action is warranted must be 
specified to minimize the risks of both Type I and Type II errors.  As outlined by 
Altshuler and Pasternack (1963), the maximum acceptable risk for making a Type I error 
5and incorrectly concluding that the true activity is greater than zero (false positive) is 
defined by the following inequality: 
J V P{measured activity V critical activity}. (1) 
This inequality establishes a minimum value of critical activity known as the 
minimum significant measured activity, or critical level (Lc), so that the risk of a Type I 
error is not greater than J (Figure 2.1).  Similarly, the maximum acceptable risk for 
making a Type II error and incorrectly concluding that the true activity is zero (false 
negative) is defined by the following inequality: 
K V P{measured activity < critical activity}. (2) 
This inequality establishes a minimum value of critical activity known as the 
minimum detectable true activity, or detection level (Ld), such that the risk of a Type II 
error is not greater than K (Altshuler and Pasternack 1963).  Traditionally, a critical level 
warranting action has been based on a binary qualitative decision, or hypothesis test, to 
determine whether activity in excess of background is present (Knoll 2000).  A test 
statistic is formed based on the background count rate and the total count rate, both of 
which are random variables having certain probability distributions.  The null hypothesis 
to be tested is that a measurement is not different from background with confidence 1- J
(Borak and Kirchner 1995).  This null hypothesis is rejected if the measurement exceeds 
a critical level.  As stated by Altshuler and Pasternack (1963), the evaluation of the 
6performance of the test procedure depends on the magnitude of the risk of making a Type 
I error. 
Figure 2.1 Graphic representation of Type I and Type II errors where Lc represents the 
critical level and Ld represents the detection level (adapted from Knoll 
2000) 
One of the most widely used definitions of the critical level was first introduced 
by Currie (1968).  According to Currie (1968), the maximum acceptable risk for making 
a Type I error (J) and the standard deviation of the background signal (H0) when the mean 
signal is zero establish the critical level.  Mathematically, Currie (1968) defines this 
critical level as follows: 
0kLc = , (3) 
7where kJ, the standard normal deviate, is the number of standard deviations one must be 
above zero on the standard normal distribution to have a probability of J being higher and 
H0 is the standard deviation of the background signal.  In order to yield the decision 
“detected”, an observed signal must exceed this decision level.  Currie (1968) similarly 
defines the detection level, Ld, as 
dcd kLL += , (4) 
where Lc is the decision level, kK is the number of standard deviations one must be above 
zero on the standard normal distribution to have a probability of K being higher, and Hd is 
the standard deviation of the measured signal.  Strom (1998) defines the detection level 
as the “advertising level”, or an amount of activity that yields a result above the decision 
level most of the time.  
Because the random nature of radioactive decay results in fluctuations in the 
measured signal, classical confidence intervals are used to specify measurement error.  
As described by Potter (1999), confidence intervals provide a way of expressing a 
measurement that lacks precision.  According to Currie (1968), for net signals greater 
than Lc, the decision “detected” should be reported and a symmetric confidence interval 
should be given as follows: 
n
ts
S 2
1 ×
± , (5) 
8where S is the mean net signal as count rate or measured activity, 
2
1 t is the critical 
value for the Student’s t-distribution corresponding to n-1 degrees of freedom, s is the 
standard deviation estimate of the mean net signal and n is the number of observations of 
the mean net signal.  If the net signal is less than or equal to Lc, the decision “not 
detected” should be reported and a one-sided upper limit should be given as follows: 
n
ts
S 
×
+ 1 . (6) 
Although Currie’s formulations have been widely cited, Strom and MacLellan 
(2001) have expressed concern that applying classical statistics to very low count rate 
data result in unexpectedly high false detection rates.  At low count levels, Brodsky 
(1992) believes the probabilities of false positives and false negatives deviate from the 
nominal level selected under Currie’s assumption of a normal distribution.  As Strom and 
MacLellan (2001) indicate, Currie’s derivations were based on knowing a good estimate 
of the mean and standard deviation of background, a case that does not hold when 
background count rates are low.  Unfortunately, Currie’s formulations have been 
applied in situations where the conditions stated in the derivation of Lc are not satisfied 
resulting in unexpectedly high false detection rates (Borak and Kirchner 1995). 
Bayesian Statistics
Because the on-line monitoring for pre-nuclear event warning signs with a 
minimum number of false detections is a critical need to homeland security, Strom and 
MacLellan (2001) affirm that it has become necessary to reexamine the decision rules for 
9distinguishing activity from background.  Bayesian statistics, which allows for the 
inclusion of prior subjective knowledge via Bayes’ theorem, has been proposed as an 
alternative statistical method for analyzing low-level radioactivity in the presence of 
background counts (Little 1982; Miller et al. 1993; Strom 1999; Miller et al. 2001; Strom 
and MacLellan 2001; Miller et al. 2002).  Unlike classical methods, Bayesian statistics 
allow prior information about the net and background count rates beyond that contained 
in the observed data to be included in the analysis (Little 1982).  In traditional 
monitoring, the background count rate is measured and used to calculate a confidence 
interval.  Measurements are then compared to this confidence interval to determine 
whether true activity is present above background.  Applying the Bayesian statistical 
model, one determines the probability that the current measurement exceeds the 
background level using historical data that is continually updated while monitoring a 
process (Lee 2004).  
Statistical inference can be performed using either a classical frequentist approach 
or a Bayesian approach.  The primary differences between the two methods are related to 
concepts of probability, data, parameters, confidence intervals and final conclusions.  
Both methods are directly compared in Figure 2.2. 
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Objective: result of an 
infinite series of trials
Random 
representative sample
Fixed unknown 
constant
Includes the true value of a 
given parameter in M% of 
all possible samples
P(x|H)
Subjective: degree of 
belief in light of the data
Fixed
Random unknown 
variable
M% of the possible parameter 
values will fall within the 
credibility interval
P(H|x)
Classical Statistics vs.      Bayesian Statistics
Data
Probability
Parameters
M% Confidence 
Interval
Conclusion  
Figure 2.2 Comparison of classical versus Bayesian statistical concepts where x is the 
process data, H is a hypothesis and M is any real number (adapted from 
Ellison 1996 and Moshirpour 1997)  
The concept of probability is a fundamental difference between classical and 
Bayesian methods.  Under the classical methodology, probability is viewed as the 
objective result of an infinite series of trials, and any prior knowledge about the process 
under consideration is disregarded.  This concept is known as sampling theory or long-
run relative frequency (Bolstad 2004).  As a direct consequence of classical relative 
frequency theory, frequentist data encompasses a random representative sample, and 
sample size is determined prior to testing.  In contrast, Bayesian statistics allows for the 
incorporation of subjective prior information via Bayes’ theorem.  Therefore, probability 
statements made in a Bayesian framework are interpreted as the degree of belief in light 
of available data, which is fixed with no associated probability distribution (Bolstad 
2004). 
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Another key conceptual difference between the two methods is related to their 
treatment of the numerical characteristics of a population, or parameters.  In the classical 
framework, parameters are defined as fixed unknown constants.  Thus, classical 
statisticians rely on the calculation of sample statistics to estimate these constants.  For 
example, frequentist methods presume the mean value of a population is a constant 
whose value will never be known exactly but is estimated using the sample mean.  
Probability statements may then be made for this sample mean based on its sampling 
distribution (Bolstad 2004).  Contrary to the classical notion, Bayesian theory considers 
parameters to be random unknown variables.  Therefore, the mean of a population is 
random and estimated with an associated probability distribution (Bolstad 2004). 
As a result of their dissimilar treatment of parameters, confidence intervals are 
perceived differently under the two methodologies as well.  The classical confidence 
interval bounds the mean of a sample estimate, and probability calculations are based on 
the sampling distribution of the statistic.  In contrast, Bayesian probability is directly 
associated with the mean value, and credible intervals are calculated from the posterior 
distribution (Bolstad 2004). 
While classical methods are evaluated based on how well they perform in the long 
term over an infinite number of hypothetical trials, Bayesian methods are based only on 
the actual occurring data (Bolstad 2004).  Conceptually, Bayes’ theorem quantifies how 
new evidence changes the probability that an existing belief is correct.  The result of 
Bayes’ theorem is the posterior distribution, or the relative weights given to each 
parameter value after analyzing the data.  Both the conceptual and mathematical forms of 
Bayes’ theorem are defined respectively in (7) and (8). 
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Posterior % Likelihood × Prior knowledge  (7) 
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PCRPCRP µµµ ×= (8) 
In the mathematical formulation of (8), CR denotes the actual observed count rate, 
N denotes the unknown true mean count rate, P(N|CR) is the posterior probability 
distribution of parameter N given the data CR, P(CR|N) is the likelihood function or 
probability of obtaining CR count rate given N, P(N) is the prior probability distribution 
for N before given any data, and P(CR) is a normalizing factor independent of N (Strom 
1999).   
The posterior distribution has been defined by Little (1982) as a range of plausible 
parameter values for which point estimates and posterior probability intervals may be 
calculated.  These intervals are the Bayesian analogs of confidence intervals in classical 
statistics.  In order to calculate a posterior distribution and the corresponding probability 
intervals, the sampling distribution of the data must be combined with a prior distribution 
for the parameters (Little 1982).  Thus, the first step in interpreting a measurement is the 
evaluation of the likelihood function which involves a Bayesian calculation of the true 
background count rate (Miller et al. 2001).  The likelihood function reflects the likelihood 
that CR count rate would be observed if one had been given N. Assuming the likelihood 
probability density is Poisson, Strom (1999) obtains the following result for the 
likelihood function: 
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When performing a Bayesian analysis, a prior probability distribution must be 
specified before any data are collected.  One is allowed to choose the prior probability 
distribution subjectively, but Miller et al. (2002) advises that objective data be used to 
support educated guesses.  It is also important to consider that small values of 
background are more likely than large ones when assigning a prior distribution to 
background radiation data (Strom 1999).  The prior probability distribution does not 
significantly influence the inferred result when a great deal of data is at hand, yet the 
result may be altered significantly if little data are available (Miller 2002) 
Although a prior probability distribution should be determined from relevant data 
whenever possible, a flat prior that assigns an equal probability to every possible 
hypothesis may be employed (Strom 1999; Miller et al. 2001).  If the actual prior 
evidence is consistent with sample data, the use of a flat prior is a conservative approach 
(Strom 1999).  In their evaluation of decision rules for low-level radioactivity counting, 
Strom and MacLellan (2001) derive the following decision rule for the net count rate 
using a uniform flat prior: 
)11(
)1(
gbb
b
c ttt
NkL ++=  , (10) 
where kJ is the standard normal deviate, tb and tg are the background and gross counting 
times, respectively, and Nb is the number of background counts.   
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Uniform flat prior probability distributions have also been applied in instances 
where the net radioactivity is near the limit of detection resulting in a negative estimate 
for the true net rate and confidence intervals containing negative values.  Such a result 
does not make physical sense when radioactivity is present in excess of background.  
Little (1982) has suggested a Bayesian approach using either a uniform prior distribution 
or a prior distribution that includes information that the underlying net rate is positive.  
An uninformative uniform prior distribution (all values for N are possible) is appropriate 
when little is known about the net rate before the data are collected and is represented 
mathematically by Little (1982) as: 
<<= µµ)(P . (11) 
To account for a positive underlying net rate, Little (1982) assigns negative results zero 
probability and the prior probability distribution is restricted to positive values for the net 
rate such that  
<= µµ 0)(P . (12) 
A common problem in radiation monitoring is the declaration of whether or not 
radioactivity is present in excess of background.  Bayesian statistics provides a promising 
solution to this problem.  When the signal-to-noise is small or the probability of a real 
positive result is low, the results of a Bayesian analysis may deviate significantly from 
classical results because of the incorporation of prior knowledge via Bayes’ theorem 
(Miller et al. 1993; Miller et al. 2002; Strom and MacLellan 2001).  Strom and 
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MacLellan (2001) have evaluated the actual false positive rate for eight decision rules as 
a function of a priori false positive rate and background mean.  The results of Strom and 
MacLellan’s (2001) study indicate that Currie’s widely accepted classical decision rule 
results in more false positives than a Bayesian approach.  Bayesian statistics should be 
applied to ambient radiation monitoring data to determine the probability that a given 
measurement exceeds the decision level.  The potential exists for Bayesian statistics to 
reduce the number of false positives that result from the ambient dose rate crossing a 
fixed trigger level due to random fluctuations in the number of recorded events.  
As previously cited, the use of Bayesian statistics in the health physics area was 
first proposed by Little (1982) as a method to ensure that positive estimates and 
probability intervals for the net count rate are obtained.  In addition, Miller et al. (1993) 
has recommended that Bayesian methods be used in bioassay, external radiation 
dosimetry and environmental monitoring applications.  Bayesian inference is currently 
being used at Los Alamos National Laboratory to determine whether individuals have 
experienced an intake of radioactive material and with what probability (Miller et al. 
1993; Los Alamos Center for Bayesian Methods in Environment, Safety, and Health 
1998; Miller et al. 2002).  The Los Alamos Center for Bayesian Methods in Environment, 
Safety, and Health (1998) indicates that using classical decision levels leads to a high 
number of nuisance alarms.  In the analysis of bioassay data for an internal dosimetry 
program, Bayesian statistics properly includes the rarity of true positives in the problem 
of distinguishing signal from noise.  Miller (2002) maintains that applying Bayesian 
methods to internal dosimetry bioassay data will optimize the decision level while 
reducing the number of false positives. 
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In addition to internal dosimetry, Bayesian statistics has also been applied by 
Groer and Lo (1996) to describe the buildup and decay of airborne 218Po on a filter paper.  
Groer and Lo (1996) calculate a posterior probability density using prior knowledge 
about the 218Po concentration in the sampling area in order to determine the mean and 
variance for the airborne 218Po concentration.  This Bayesian technique is useful for 
detecting low concentrations of airborne radionuclides since it considers the statistical 
fluctuations of the collection and counting process.   
Bayesian statistics is gaining acceptance within many federal agencies, and the 
Bayesian methods that have been applied to various scientific endeavors should also be 
applied to on-line radiation monitoring.  Bayesian techniques have already been 
successfully applied to astrophysics studies which also suffer from low signal-to-noise 
ratios when monitoring for distant gamma-ray bursts amongst a constant galactic 
radiation background (Malakoff 1999).   The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has 
used Bayesian statistics for a number of applications including the evaluation of 
hydrogeologic uncertainties involved in dose assessments (Meyer et al. 2004).  
Additionally, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has reduced the estimated 
uncertainty in predicted peak ozone concentrations using a Bayesian Monte Carlo 
analysis (Bergin and Milford 2000).   
As indicated by Malakoff (1999), one factor limiting the use of Bayesian tools is 
the absence of readily available and easy to use software packages that have made 
classical statistics universally accepted.  However, as mathematically complicated 
Bayesian techniques are applied more frequently, the availability of user-friendly 
software is expected to increase.   
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Miller (2002) points to the lack of guidance in the choice of the prior probability 
distribution as a main disadvantage of the Bayesian approach.  To overcome this 
complication, the prior should be determined from relevant data whenever possible.  As 
previously indicated, Bayesian experts suggest that when relevant data is unavailable, a 
flat prior that assigns an equal probability to every possible hypothesis be employed.  
Malakoff (1999) also suggests conducting a sensitivity analysis on the prior probability 
distribution to guard against bias.   
Despite these obstacles, Bayesian statistics provides a framework for monitoring 
that is not available from classical statistical methods.  The on-line monitoring of 
radioactive material with the minimum number of false detections is a critical need to 
homeland security.  Because a Bayesian method directly calculates the probability that 
radioactivity is present in excess of background given the measured count rate while 
allowing for the inclusion of prior knowledge, a Bayesian statistical analysis has the 
potential to reduce the number of false positives without compromising sensitivity.    
Statistical Process Control
When mass producing any product, it is essential that the manufactured goods be 
of similar quality—making it necessary for quality characteristics to be continuously 
monitored at regular intervals.  Likewise, when managing a chemical reactor, it is usually 
desirable for the system to operate within a predefined set of conditions that must be 
monitored to ensure stability.  Both scenarios inevitably require the use of statistical 
methods to monitor some quality characteristic of interest.   
The application of sampling and statistical analysis techniques in a production 
setting is known as statistical process control (SPC) and first originated in the 1920s 
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(Walpole et al. 1998).  Both Walpole et al. (1998) and Montgomery (2001) affirm that the 
primary objective of SPC is the systematic reduction and elimination of variability in a 
process.  Even when a system is operating in a state of desired control, some natural 
variability, or “background noise”, is inevitable and is a result of the combined effects of 
many small unavoidable “chance causes”.  In contrast, nonrandom sources of variability 
that are not chance causes are called “assignable causes”.  While a process operating with 
only chance causes of variation is said to be in statistical control, a process operating in 
the presence of assignable causes is said to be out of control (Montgomery 2001).  The 
rapid detection of process shifts, or change-points, resulting from assignable causes is a 
major goal of SPC techniques. 
Although environmental systems cannot be precisely controlled like 
manufacturing processes, the premise behind environmental monitoring is essentially 
identical to that of statistical process control.  Like SPC, environmental monitoring 
involves the evaluation of a quality characteristic (i.e. rainfall amount, ozone 
concentration, radiological count rate, etc.) to determine if and when the value of this 
characteristic of interest changes with time.  The primary difference between these two 
applications is not the problem of change-point detection, but the handling of assignable 
causes.  While assignable causes in a production process can be identified and resolved 
by corrective action, environmental monitoring only requires that assignable causes be 
identified since immediate control of the system is relatively impossible.  It is both 
feasible and prudent that SPC techniques be evaluated for application to on-line 
monitoring for the presence of illicit radioactivity in the environment. 
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The simplest type of on-line monitoring SPC procedure is the control chart which 
takes the form of some quality characteristic sampled over time.  The control chart was 
first developed by Walter A. Shewhart of Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1924, but their 
use boomed during World War II when maintaining quality in production processes 
became increasingly important (Walpole et al. 1998).  Like all SPC techniques, the 
control chart is intended for use as a tool to detect nonrandom or out-of-control states of a 
process due to assignable causes.  Montgomery (2001) maintains that the control chart 
has been frequently used for the purpose of on-line process surveillance. 
A control chart is essentially a graphical display of a measured quality 
characteristic versus time.  The standard assumptions justifying the use of control charts 
are that the in-control data (background data) are independent and normally distributed.  
Montgomery (2001) believes that even slight correlation between data points will 
adversely affect the performance of most control charts and increase the false alarm 
incidence rate. 
Typically, two horizontal lines called the upper control limit (UCL) and the lower 
control limit (LCL) are plotted on a control chart.  If a process is in control, it is expected 
that nearly all of the sample points will fall in a random pattern between these two limits.  
A point falling outside the control limits is interpreted as evidence that the process is out 
of control, as is a non-random pattern of points falling within the control limits (Walpole 
et al. 1998).  Because shifting the distance between control limits and the process average 
will alter the false positive and false negative incidence rates, specifying control limits is 
a critical control chart design parameter (Montgomery 2001). 
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A standard theoretical measure of control chart performance is the chart’s average 
run length (ARL).  Montgomery (2001) defines average run length as the average number 
of data points that must be acquired before a shift is detected and an out-of-control alarm 
is issued.  Thus, when there is no change in the mean level of a process, the ARL0 should 
be large.  In contrast, when there is a change in the mean level as defined by (13), the 
ARLM should be small. 
001 µµ ±= (13) 
In (13), µ1 is the shifted mean level, µ0 is the original mean level, H0 is the original 
process standard deviation and M represents the shift of mean to be detected in H0 units.  
As outlined by Chen (1999), the ARL0 is a measure of the cost of false alarms, while the 
ARLM measures the delay in detecting the change and thus the cost of false negatives.  
When comparing different SPC chart procedures, it is common practice to fix the ARL0
values amongst the procedures and compare the minimizations of ARL1 (Wu 1991; 
Ergashev 2004).   
Classical Statistical Process Control Charts 
Shewhart 3-sigma Control Chart
Because the theory of control charts was first proposed by Shewhart, control 
charts developed according to his principles are often called Shewhart control charts.  
The Shewhart x control chart is a simple SPC procedure commonly employed to 
monitor the process mean.  As examples in the field of environmental monitoring, 
Shewhart control charts have been used by Malachowski et al. (1994) to monitor changes 
in air contaminant concentrations from normal operating conditions and by Marengo et 
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al. (2004) to monitor the condition of pigmented and wooden surfaces in accelerated 
ageing processes. 
If the quality characteristic of interest is normally distributed with known mean, 
N0, and standard deviation, H0, then the sample mean, x , is normally distributed with 
mean, N0, and standard deviation, 
n
0 , where n is the sample size (Tamhane and Dunlop 
2000).  It is this sample mean that is plotted sequentially on the x control chart.  In the 
United States, it is standard practice to define the control limits as a multiple of the 
standard deviation of the quality statistic plotted on the chart.  Therefore, the UCL and 
LCL for the x control chart are defined respectively as follows:  
n
zUCL 02/0

µ  ×+= (14)  
n
zLCL 02/0

µ  ×= , (15) 
where zJ/2 is the critical value for the standard normal distribution and with probability 1-
J that any sample mean will fall between the limits and the process will be identified as 
being in statistical control.  As a result of the central limit theorem, the above results are 
still approximately correct even if the underlying distribution is not normally distributed 
(Montgomery 2001). 
Walpole et al. (1998) and Montgomery (2001) both agree that it has become 
general practice to position x control limits at three standard deviations of x away from 
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the center line, thereby replacing zJ/2 with 3.  Therefore, control limits (CL) for the “3-
sigma” control chart become  
n
CL 00 3

µ ×±= . (16) 
Montgomery (2001) has justified the use of 3-sigma control limits on the basis 
that they give good results in practice.  According to Roberts (1966), Shewhart suggested 
that in many applications the 3-sigma limits result in a reasonable balance between 
insensitivity to random fluctuations on the one hand and unnecessary corrective actions 
on the other.  Under the normality assumption, it is expected that 3-sigma control limits 
will result in an average of only 1 out of 370 points outside the control limits during in-
control situations—corresponding to a false alarm probability of 0.0027.  The probability 
that a point will exceed the 3-sigma limits in one direction is only 0.00135 when the 
process is in control.  Kenett and Zacks (1998) ascertain that such low probabilities 
substantiate questioning the stability of a process when a point falls beyond the 3-sigma 
control limits. 
If data points are uncorrelated, the 3-sigma control chart ARL can be calculated 
using 
p
ARL 1= , (17) 
where p is the probability that any point exceeds the control limits.  The in-control ARL 
(ARL0) for the two-sided 3-sigma control chart based on a p value of 0.0027 is 370.  
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Therefore, an out-of-control signal will be generated every 370 samples, on average, even 
if the process remains in control.  Montgomery (2001) believes that because the 
distribution of run length for a Shewhart control chart is skewed, the calculated ARL may 
not be the best measure of a typical run length.  In addition, both ARL0 and ARL1 may be 
exaggerated since computations for a specific control chart are usually only based on 
estimates of process parameters (Montgomery 2001).  Despite these claims, ARL is still 
the most commonly used measure of control chart performance. 
Walpole et al. (1998) and Montgomery (2001) cite one major disadvantage of any 
Shewhart control chart as being that only information contained in the last plotted data 
point is exploited, and any information given by the entire sequence of points is 
disregarded.  For this reason, while the Shewhart 3-sigma control chart readily detects 
shifts on the order of 1.5 to 2 standard deviations of the mean, 3-sigma charts are 
relatively insensitive to small shifts, yet are universally applied because of their 
simplicity (Srivastava and Wu 1993; Walpole et al. 1998; Chen 1999).   
Cumulative Sum Control Chart
A second classical SPC chart that has been extensively cited in statistics literature 
and widely exploited by industry is the cumulative sum (CUSUM) chart.  In addition to 
industrial applications, the CUSUM control scheme has also been used for environmental 
monitoring.  Scandol (2003) has evaluated the use of CUSUM control charts in the 
management of fisheries, Misiunas et al. (2006) has used the CUSUM procedure to 
monitor failures in water distribution networks, and Wong (2004) has evaluated the 
application of CUSUM procedures to disease outbreak detection systems that operate by 
detecting anomalies in surveillance data.  A CUSUM analysis has also been used by 
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Manly and Mackenzie (2003) to study whether an environmental variable displays 
systematic changes over time. 
The CUSUM control chart was first proposed by Page (1954) as an alternative to 
the standard Shewhart charts under the premise that changes in the mean of a random 
process could be detected more quickly.  While a 3-sigma Shewhart chart involves 
plotting individual values of the quality characteristic of interest (i.e. x ), the CUSUM 
chart is based on tracking cumulative sums of the deviations of the sample values from 
the target value, N0 (background mean), resulting in a steady increase or decrease in the 
CUSUM when the process is above or below the target, respectively (Kenett and Zacks 
1998).  Montgomery (2001) believes that the CUSUM chart is conceptually ideal since 
the CUSUM directly incorporates all the information contained in a sequence of sample 
values.   
Before performing calculations, it is beneficial to standardize process 
observations, xi, using the transformed variable 
0
0

µix , where H0 is the process standard 
deviation (Montgomery 2001).  The CUSUM control chart works by accumulating 
deviations from N0 that are above target with one statistic, C+, and accumulating 
deviations from N0 that are below target with another statistic, C-. As noted by 
Montgomery (2001), successive Ci+ and Ci- values are dependent and represent a 
weighted average of random weights.  The standardized one-sided upper and lower 
CUSUM statistics are presented respectively in (18) and (19):      
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where Ci is called the cumulative sum up to and including the ith sample, and k is a 
design parameter known as the reference value.  Although Kenett and Zacks (1998) and 
Montgomery (2001) both agree that starting values for the CUSUM test statistic are 
typically taken to equal zero (C0+=C0-=0), the CUSUM control scheme can be enhanced 
via the utilization of nonzero “head-start” values.  First introduced by Lucas and Crosier 
(1982), head-start values serve to hasten the initial response of the CUSUM test statistic 
(Kenett and Zacks 1982). 
The reference value, k, introduced in (18) and (19) is also called the allowance or 
slack value.  According to Panneerselvam (2004), k is included in the CUSUM 
calculation to maintain a horizontal path on the control chart when the process is in-
control.   The CUSUM reference value is selected to optimize the response to a shift from 
the in-control mean level to an out-of control level (Holdbrook 2001) and is calculated 
using  
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where M is defined as in (13).  One should note that the CUSUM scheme assumes that any 
shift will be of known size, M. Therefore, the reference value is actually one-half the 
magnitude of the shift to be detected.  According to Montgomery (2001), the approach of 
(20) nearly minimizes the ARL1 value for detecting a shift of size M for fixed ARL0. In 
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fact, it has been proven that the CUSUM control chart is asymptotically optimal in 
minimizing the ARL1, where optimality refers to the competing challenges of detecting a 
change as early as possible while minimizing the false alarm incidence rate (Lai 1995).  
Because the CUSUM is typically set up to detect changes of one standard deviation, a 
reference value of 0.5 is most common (Montgomery 2001). 
Since the selection of the reference value, k, and the control limit, h, will have a 
sizeable impact on the effectiveness of a CUSUM control chart, these design parameters 
should be selected to provide good ARL performance (Montgomery 2001).  The ARL for 
a one-sided CUSUM is generally calculated using the Siegmund approximation given 
below: 
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where 66.1+= hb , k=  and h is the control limit (Montgomery 2001).  Therefore, 
when designing a CUSUM control procedure, the size of shift to be detected, M, should be 
selected first.  This value is then used to calculate the reference value, k, and the desired 
ARL0 is determined.  As given in the definition for b, the control limit, h, is then chosen 
to give the necessary in-control ARL0 performance.  Typical values for h are 4 or 5 when 
the reference value is at 0.5 (Montgomery 2001). 
If the process under consideration remains in control at the target value, N0, the 
CUSUM is a random walk with mean zero.  However, a steady increase or decrease in 
the CUSUM will result if the process operates above or below the target value, 
respectively.  If either Ci+ or Ci- exceed the control limit, h, the process is considered to 
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be out of control.  After an out-of-control signal occurs, Montgomery (2001) 
recommends searching for an assignable cause and then resetting the CUSUM to zero so 
long as no head-start value has been defined.  The change-point estimate is the last time 
at which the CUSUM that signaled was reset to zero (Kambour 1998; Montgomery 
2001).  While the CUSUM control chart does provide a rough indication of the time of a 
change in the distribution, it does not give an indication of the size of the change.  
Kambour (1998) points out that the CUSUM control chart is actually based on an implicit 
assumption that the size of a potential shift is known. 
Because it combines information from several samples, the CUSUM control chart 
has been recommended as a viable alternative to the 3-sigma chart when one is interested 
in detecting small sustained shifts in a process mean (Walpole et al. 1998; Chen 1999; 
Montgomery 2001).  For detecting small shifts in the process mean, the CUSUM control 
chart has a smaller ARL than the standard 3-sigma chart (Kenett and Zacks 1998; Dong 
1999) and is particularly effective with samples of size one (Montgomery 2001).   
While more effective for detecting small shifts in a process mean, the CUSUM 
control chart is less successful than a 3-sigma chart when large shifts are also of interest.  
The combined CUSUM-Shewhart control chart has been proposed as an alternative 
approach to combat this weakness in the CUSUM routine, while only slightly decreasing 
the ARL0 (Lucas 1982; Lai 1995; Kenett and Zacks 1998; Montgomery 2001).  The 
combined CUSUM-Shewhart control chart methodology has even been applied in an 
environmental application to detect changes in groundwater quality from a regulated 
waste unit (Chou et al. 2001). 
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Bayesian Statistical Process Control 
Shiryayev-Roberts Control Chart
A Bayesian approach to the problem of detecting a shift in a quality characteristic 
of interest involves the utilization of Bayes’ theorem to calculate a posterior distribution.  
As noted by Chen (1999), although the CUSUM control chart accumulates information 
from recent data points, it does not use the information to evaluate a posterior 
distribution.  While not nearly as common as the classical 3-sigma or CUSUM control 
charts, the Bayesian Shiryayev-Roberts (S-R) control procedure has been investigated as 
a possible alternative to the more widespread SPC schemes.  For example, Ergashev 
(2004) has compared the performance of CUSUM and S-R control charts in the problem 
of early detection of U.S. business cycle turning points, and Sonesson and Bock (2003) 
has considered the use of S-R procedures to detect changes in public health surveillance 
data.  In addition, Lai (1995) has evaluated the application of S-R procedures to quality 
control systems as compared to other SPC methods. 
Unlike classical procedures, the S-R control chart was developed using Bayesian 
principles.  The S-R control scheme is based on the assumption that the unknown 
location of the point of change in the process parameter, known as the change-point of N0
or P, is a random variable with known geometric prior distribution.  After converting 
prior probabilities to posterior probabilities using Bayes’ formula with a modified-
geometric prior distribution, Kenett and Zacks (1998) obtain the posterior probability of 
an event, or Fm. The posterior probability is the probability that a change in the mean 
level has occurred at a given time step.  The approximation for this value, m~ , and the 
corresponding S-R statistic are presented in (22) and (23), respectively, under the 
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assumptions that monitoring begins before the change-point occurs and that the 
probability of change is very small. 
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where m is the number of sampling times and Rj represents the likelihood ratio defined 
below.  As outlined by Lai (1995), Shiryayev showed that the Bayes rule triggers an 
alarm signal when the posterior probability that a change has occurred exceeds a 
predetermined threshold (FmVF*).  The posterior probability of an event threshold, F*, is 
defined by Kenett and Zacks (1998) as a value close to one in the interval (0,1).   
Kenett and Zacks (1998) develop methodology to illustrate the use of the S-R 
statistic to monitor the mean, N0, of a process where nx is the normally distributed 
sample mean.  Assuming that N0 shifts to 001 µµ ±= after the change-point as in (13), 
the likelihood ratio, S-R statistic, and stopping threshold are defined in (24), (25) and 
(26), respectively.  Like the CUSUM control chart, the S-R procedure is also based on an 
implicit assumption that the size of a potential shift is known. 
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As intuitively expected, the larger the critical level, the lower the frequency of 
false alarms and the higher the frequency of false negatives.  In addition, the S-R statistic 
should detect the change point quickly if M is large (Kenett and Zacks 1998).  Based on 
the assumptions used to derive (24), (25) and (26), Kenett and Zacks (1998) have written 
a program to estimate the ARL0 of the procedure for the normal case.     
Like the CUSUM control chart, the S-R scheme also possesses optimality 
properties (Lai 1995).  However, one major disadvantage of both the S-R and CUSUM 
procedures cited by Kenett and Zacks (1998) is that although they are designed to alarm 
immediately after a change occurs, they do not provide direct information on the current 
location of the process mean.  When the two methods are directly compared, Srivastava 
and Wu (1993) have concluded that the S-R procedure is as powerful as the CUSUM 
procedure and therefore more readily detects small shifts in a process than does the 3-
sigma control chart.  The results of an analysis conducted by Dong (1999) comparing the 
effectiveness of the 3-sigma, CUSUM and S-R control charts to detect variance shifts are 
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similar.  Dong (1999) concluded that the S-R Bayesian procedure was superior to the 
Shewhart control chart and comparable to the CUSUM control chart based on ARL when 
equal prior probabilities are assumed for each variance change point.  In addition, Pollak 
and Siegmund (1985) have confirmed that the S-R procedure and the CUSUM control 
chart perform similarly when the size of the true process shift is equal to the predicted 
shift, M. Despite this similarity of performance in terms of the speed of change-point 
detection, the S-R control chart does possess one important technical advantage over the 
CUSUM chart.  As outlined by Kenett and Pollak (1996), the S-R control chart does not 
rely upon the independence of observations as does the CUSUM procedure.  For this 
reason, application of the S-R control chart is less restrictive and can be applied in a wide 
variety of situations. 
Although the CUSUM and S-R procedures perform similarly under certain 
situations, they are decidedly different when the size of the process shift is unknown.  It 
has been well documented that the CUSUM control scheme performs slightly better for 
larger values of the process shift, while the S-R procedure is preferable when the shift is 
small (Pollak and Siegmund 1991; Ergashev 2004).  Thus, the CUSUM procedure is 
faster in detecting large changes in the process mean, while the S-R procedure is faster in 
detecting small and gradual changes.  Because distinguishing between a radiation source 
and natural background is complicated by a decreased signal-to-noise ratio, the Bayesian 
S-R control chart should be evaluated for use when radiation levels are near background.  
Theoretically, incorporating Bayesian statistics into the analysis of monitoring data is 
expected to improve a system’s ability to detect and confirm the presence of unauthorized 
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nuclear material so that timely and effective emergency response can be provided in the 
event of a terrorist incident.  
CHAPTER 3 
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE 
The overall objective of this research is to compare the effectiveness of Bayesian 
versus classical statistical process control chart methods as applied to on-line radiation 
monitoring.  The evaluation of each method is based on its ability to differentiate random 
fluctuations in the number of recorded events attributed to “background” from those 
attributed to a radiation source, thereby reducing the number of false detects prone to 
low-level radiation monitoring.  The ten steps outlined below were followed to meet the 
stated objective. 
Data Acquisition
1. Collect uncorrelated on-line radiological count rate data using a gamma-ray 
radiation detector under simulated conditions while varying the source to detector 
distance and the time the radiation source is in the vicinity of the detector    
Classical Statistical Analysis
2. Apply the Shewhart 3-sigma control chart to the time series data collected to 
identify upward shifts in the mean count rate 
3. Apply the cumulative sum (CUSUM) control chart to the time series data 
collected to identify upward shifts in the mean count rate 
4. Determine the number of false positives and false negatives resulting from each 
classical analysis 
Bayesian Statistical Analysis
5. Evaluate the feasibility, practicality and significance of applying Bayesian 
methods to radiation monitoring 
6. Apply the Shiryayev-Roberts (S-R) control chart to the time series data collected 
to identify upward shifts in the mean count rate 
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7. Determine the number of false positives and false negatives resulting from the 
Bayesian analysis 
Comparison of Statistical Methods
8. Compare the false positive incidence rates of each method under the various 
simulated conditions 
9. Compare the false negative incidence rates of each method under the various 
simulated conditions 
10. Make appropriate selection/recommendation 
CHAPTER 4 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Data Acquisition
Experimental count rate data were collected with time using a 1”x1” LaCl3(Ce) 
based scintillation detector (SCIONIX, Orlando, FL) in conjunction with the Radiation 
AlertTM Universal Radiation Spectrum Analyzer (URSA-II) (SE International, 
Summertown, TN) in MCS mode using the full spectrum analysis.   
Background count rate data were collected for 1 hour with data being recorded in 
1 second intervals.  After establishing the average background count rate, source to 
detector distances corresponding to 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2 and 3 times this background value 
were experimentally determined. 
For each predetermined count rate, 137Cs (0.79 NCi, 29,230 Bq) was placed at the 
appropriate distance from the reference point on the detector for source times of 2, 5, 10, 
15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 seconds following 100 seconds of background collection.  
Approximately 60 seconds of background data were then recorded following source 
removal to ensure sufficient time for test statistic values to return to baseline.    A matrix 
including all experiments conducted is presented in Table 4.1, and an illustration of the 
experimental setup is depicted in Figure 4.1.   
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Table 4.1 Matrix of laboratory experiments conducted 
 
1.25 x CRBackground 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60
1.50 x CRBackground 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60
1.75 x CRBackground 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60
2.00 x CRBackground 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60
3.00 x CRBackground 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60
Time source is present, source time 
(sec)
Count rate (CR) relation to 
background
Activity 
(µCi)Nuclide
0.79137Cs
Figure 4.1 Experimental setup for radiological time series count rate data acquisition 
Classical Statistical Analysis
Upon completing data collection, the time series count rate data generated was 
evaluated using both classical and Bayesian on-line statistical methods.  The one-sided 
Shewhart, or 3-sigma, control chart and the cumulative sum (CUSUM) control chart were 
the classical procedures adopted.  All statistical algorithms were developed using 
MatlabTM version 7.1 and are presented in Appendix A. 
0.79 NCi 137Cs 
SCIONIX 1”x1” LaCl3(Ce) detector 
Radiation AlertTM
URSA-II 
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Shewhart 3-sigma Control Chart 
The simplest statistical process control procedure used was the one-sided 3-sigma 
control chart.  This chart is designed to identify upward shifts in the mean count rate 
exceeding three times the background count rate standard deviation.  The UCL was 
calculated using (16), and the ARL0 was calculated using (17).  A schematic illustrating 
the 3-sigma control chart methodology is presented in Figure 4.2.  
UCL=47.6 cps
ARL0=741 
0=30.5 cps
H0=5.71 cps
p=0.00135
n=1
p
ARL 1=
n
UCL 00 3
µ ×+=
Send Alarm signal
i=1
Is 
i<Numdata?
Is 
CRi<URL?
Stop
i=i+1
Yes
No
Yes
No
 
Figure 4.2 3-sigma control chart methodology  
Cumulative Sum Control Chart 
The second classical statistical process control procedure adopted was the upper 
CUSUM control chart.  Before performing this analysis, the reference value, k, was 
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calculated using (20) with a typical M value of one (Montgomery 2001).  To ensure that 
results of the CUSUM analysis are directly comparable to the 3-sigma analysis, the ARL0
for the CUSUM control chart was set equal to the 3-sigma ARL0, and the CUSUM 
control limit, h, was calculated using (21).  The upper CUSUM test statistic was 
calculated sequentially using (18). 
Two different versions of the upper cumulative sum control chart were developed 
for this work.  These two methods differ only in the manner in which the CUSUM test 
statistic is reset subsequent to an out-of-control signal, or alarm.  In the CUSUM total 
reset method, the CUSUM test statistic is completely recalculated after an alarm occurs, 
and no prior count rate data is included in the ensuing analysis.  In the total reset method, 
the upper CUSUM statistic immediately following an alarm was calculated using (27).  A 
schematic illustrating the total reset CUSUM control chart methodology is presented in 
Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 CUSUM total reset control chart methodology  
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In the second CUSUM analysis, known as the alarm reset method, the CUSUM 
test statistic after an alarm occurs is calculated using the last Ci+ value before alarming.  
Unlike the total reset method, only those count rate values resulting in an alarm are 
excluded from the subsequent analysis.  (28) was used to calculate the upper CUSUM 
statistic immediately following an alarm for the alarm reset method, and a schematic 
illustrating the alarm reset CUSUM control chart methodology is presented in Figure 4.4. 
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Bayesian Statistical Analysis
Shiryayev-Roberts Control Chart 
After researching the feasibility of applying Bayesian methods to radiation 
monitoring, the Shiryayev-Roberts (S-R) control chart was selected as the Bayesian 
method to be employed in this on-line analysis.  The S-R process control chart was 
chosen both as a result of its relative simplicity and because the primary design 
parameter, ARL, is directly comparable to the ARL of the classical methods previously 
adopted which allows for a straightforward comparison amongst methods.   
Unlike the classical process control chart methods, the ARL0 for the S-R control 
chart was computed iteratively using software included in Kenett and Zacks (1998).  To 
ensure analysis comparability, different values for the posterior probability of event 
threshold, F*, were selected until the S-R ARL0 was approximately equal to the classical 
ARL0 value.  A total of 500 runs were conducted for each F* selected, and the average 
ARL0 was calculated.  The posterior probability of event was then used in conjunction 
with (26) to calculate the S-R control limit, and the S-R test statistic was evaluated 
sequentially using (23) and (24).   
As with the CUSUM analysis, two different versions of the S-R control chart 
were developed and differ only in the manner in which the S-R test statistic is reset 
subsequent to an alarm.  These reset methods are similar to those discussed with regard to 
the CUSUM analysis.  In the S-R total reset method, S-R test statistics following an 
alarm include no count rate data prior to the most recent alarm.  A schematic illustrating 
the total reset S-R control chart methodology is presented in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 S-R total reset control chart methodology  
After examining S-R total reset results, it became evident that observed false 
negatives were an artifact of the initial S-R response time following an alarm.  To combat 
the aforementioned problem, the total reset method was modified to account for a delay 
in response before and after an out-of-control signal.  So as to facilitate the explanation of 
this modification, three terms must first be defined—rise time, fall time and delay time.  
The rise time of an alarm is defined as the amount of time between an initial increase in 
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the S-R statistic to the time an alarm is issued (Figure 4.6).  The fall time of an alarm is 
similarly defined as the amount of time between an issued alarm and the next increase in 
the S-R statistic.   Lastly, the delay time of an alarm is taken to be the summation of rise 
time and fall time.  In the modified S-R total reset method, if an alarm occurs within 
twice the delay time of the previous alarm, all times between the two alarms are also 
considered to be out of control.  Therefore, because the second alarm in Figure 4.6 occurs 
within the required 8 seconds (twice the delay time of alarm #1) subsequent to the first 
alarm, all times between 5 and 8 seconds are also considered to be out of control. 
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Figure 4.6 Modification to the S-R total reset method using S-R statistic rise time, fall 
time and delay time   
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In the second S-R analysis, known as the S-R alarm reset method, all count rate 
values resulting in an alarm are excluded from subsequent S-R test statistic calculations.  
However, S-R test statistics following an alarm do include prior count rate data not 
resulting in an out-of-control signal. A schematic illustrating the alarm reset S-R control 
chart methodology is presented in Figure 4.7.    
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Figure 4.7 S-R alarm reset control chart methodology 
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Comparison of Statistical Methods
After performing each of the five statistical analyses, the false positive and false 
negative incidence rates of each method under the various simulated conditions were 
compared.   
CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Experimental Data Acquisition
Background data were collected for 1 hour in 1 second intervals, and an average 
background count rate of 30.5±5.71 cps was established.  Experimental data were 
collected at 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2 and 3 times this background count rate from a 137Cs (0.79 
NCi, 29,230 Bq) source for 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 seconds following 100 
seconds of background data collection, resulting in the accumulation of fifty data sets.  
The background dose rate was 0.08 NSv/hr which corresponded to a mean gross count 
rate of 30.5 cps.  The incremental dose that resulted in a detector count rate that is 1.25, 
1.5, 1.75, 2 and 3 times the background value was 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.16 NSv/hr, 
respectively.  All experimental background and source count rate data are presented in 
Appendix B.  It should also be noted that 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2 and 3 times the background 
count rate correspond to count rates at 1.3, 2.7, 4.0, 5.3 and 10.7 standard deviations from 
the background mean, respectively.  
Classical Statistical Analysis
Shewhart 3-sigma Control Chart 
The simplest statistical process control procedure applied to the time series data 
collected is the one-sided 3-sigma control chart.  Because this application only requires 
the identification of positive shifts in the mean count rate, a LCL is not included in the 
analysis (Figure 4.2).  Using (16) and a background count rate of 30.5±5.71, the UCL 
was calculated to be 47.6 cps.  The 3-sigma ARL0 for this control chart is 741 based on 
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(17) and a probability of 0.00135 that a point will exceed the UCL when the process is in 
control. 
The 3-sigma control chart methodology was applied to each of the fifty 
experimental count rate data sets using MATLABTM, and the false positive and false 
negative incidence rates were evaluated.  Selected 3-sigma results for the 137Cs source at 
1.25 and 2 times background for 5 and 25 seconds are presented in Figure 5.1.  Because 
the timing and duration of source placement near the detector was experimentally 
controlled, it is possible to decisively state whether a true positive, false positive or false 
negative detection resulted.  As previously stated, background count rate data was 
collected for a total of 100 seconds before a radiation source was placed in the vicinity of 
the detector.  Therefore, any data point exceeding the control limit in the first 100 
seconds was classified as a false positive detection.  Following background count rate 
data collection, the radiation source was placed in the vicinity of the detector for ten 
different time periods (2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 seconds) at distances from 
the detector corresponding to 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2 and 3 times the background count rate.  If 
a data point exceeded the control limit during these time periods, then a true positive 
detection resulted.  However, any time periods when the source was present and an alarm 
was not issued is categorized as a false negative.  Following removal of the source from 
the vicinity of the detector, an additional 60 seconds of background count rate data were 
collected, and data points exceeding the control limit during this time period were again 
classified as false positive detections.  Examples of true positives, false positives and 
false negatives are indicated in Figure 5.1.  After analyzing the 3-sigma results, an 
average false positive incidence rate of 0.54±0.81 per data set (160 background data 
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points), or 0.34%±0.51%, resulted.  This mean value is over two times greater than the 
anticipated value of 0.14% based on a 3-sigma UCL (p=0.00135).  However, the 
predicted value is within the range of the experimental standard deviation.   
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The dependence of 3-sigma control chart effectiveness on source time and count 
rate was also examined.  Figure 5.2 presents the false negative incidence rate for selected 
source times as a function of the relationship to the background count rate.  At very low 
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count rates (1.25 and 1.5 times the background count rate), the false negative incidence 
rate is independent of the amount of time a radiation source is present.  A source located 
in the vicinity of the detector for a longer period of time does not appreciably increase the 
ability of the 3-sigma method to detect that source for a given mean count rate.  At 
intermediate count rates (1.75 times the background count rate), longer source times 
appear to decrease the false negative incidence rate.  However, after examining the 3-
sigma MATLABTM output in Appendix C, this result is likely a random occurrence due 
to statistical fluctuations in the count rate signal.  Lastly, source time does not appear to 
be an important variable when very high count rates (2 and 3 times the background value) 
are of interest.  The 3-sigma method is able to detect these radiation sources almost 
independently of the amount of time they are present.  
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As expected, the average number of false negatives per data set steadily decreases 
as the count rate above background increases (Figure 5.3).  Figure 5.3 presents the same 
information as that contained in Figure 5.2, except that averages have been taken at each 
count rate above background over all ten source times.  As cited by both Walpole et al. 
(1998) and Montgomery (2001), one major disadvantage of any Shewhart control chart is 
the fact that only information contained in the last plotted data point is exploited, 
resulting in an insensitivity to small shifts less than about 1.5 standard deviations of the 
mean.  The high false negative rate at 1.3 standard deviations from the background mean 
(1.25 times the background count rate) is consistent with the literature.  All results for the 
3-sigma control chart analysis are included in Appendix C. 
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Figure 5.3 3-sigma control chart average number of false negatives normalized by 
source time as a function of the relationship to the background count rate 
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Cumulative Sum Control Chart 
The second classical statistical process control procedure adopted was the upper 
CUSUM control chart.  As in the 3-sigma analysis, only positive shifts in the mean count 
rate are of interest, and use of the lower CUSUM test statistic was not required.  Because 
the CUSUM scheme assumes that any shift will be of known size, M, this value was 
selected first using the typical value of one standard deviation (Montgomery 2001).  (20) 
was then used to calculate a reference value, k, of 0.5.  To ensure that results of the 
CUSUM analysis are directly comparable to the 3-sigma analysis, the ARL0 for the 
CUSUM control chart was set equal to the 3-sigma ARL0 of 741.  The Siegmund 
approximation (21) was then used to calculate a CUSUM control limit, h, of 4.77.  This 
control limit value is in agreement with typical values of 4 or 5 as cited by Montgomery 
(2001). 
The standardized one-sided upper CUSUM test statistics were calculated 
sequentially using (18) with a process standard deviation, H0, of 5.71.  As recommended 
by Kenett and Zacks (1998) and Montgomery (2001), starting values for the CUSUM test 
statistic were taken to equal zero (C0+=0).   
In a typical SPC application, an out-of-control signal is followed by the search for 
an assignable cause.  Once the assignable cause has been identified and resolved, 
Montgomery (2001) recommends resetting the CUSUM to zero and continuing 
monitoring.  Unlike process control, environmental monitoring does not allow one to take 
corrective action following an alarm.  Rather, an environmental researcher is typically 
only interested in monitoring a system for changes.  Because corrective action cannot be 
taken, the CUSUM was not reset to zero following an alarm.  As an alternative, nonzero 
head-start values were adopted to hasten the initial response of the CUSUM test statistic 
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following an alarm.  Two different versions of the upper cumulative sum control chart 
were developed and differ only in the manner in which the CUSUM test statistic is reset 
subsequent to an out-of-control signal.    
CUSUM Total Reset Analysis
In the CUSUM total reset method, the CUSUM test statistic, Ci+, was completely 
recalculated after an alarm occurred, and no prior count rate data was included in the 
ensuing analysis (Figure 4.3).  The total reset method’s upper CUSUM statistic 
immediately following an alarm was calculated using (27).   
False detection incidence rates were evaluated after applying the CUSUM total 
reset methodology.  Selected CUSUM total reset results for the 137Cs source at 1.25 and 2 
times background for 5 and 25 seconds are presented in Figure 5.4.  Examples of true 
positives, false positives and false negatives are indicated.  The CUSUM total reset 
analysis resulted in an average false positive incidence rate of 0.34±0.56 per data set (160 
background data points), or 0.21%±0.35%.   
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Figure 5.4 Selected MATLABTM CUSUM total reset results for (a) 137Cs source at 
1.25 times background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec) (b) 137Cs source at 1.25 
times background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec) (c) 137Cs source at 2 times 
background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec) (d) 137Cs source at 2 times 
background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec)  
 
The dependence of CUSUM total reset analysis effectiveness on source time and 
count rate was also considered.  Figure 5.5 presents the false negative incidence rate for 
selected source times as a function of the relationship to the background count rate.  
Unlike the 3-sigma analysis results, the dependence of the frequency of false negatives on 
source time appears to be significant.  Source time appears to an important variable even 
at low count rates for this method.  At very high count rates (3 times the background 
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value), the CUSUM total reset method is able to detect these radiation sources 
independently of the amount of time they are present.   
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Figure 5.5 Cumulative sum (total reset) number of false negatives normalized by 
source time for selected source times as a function of the relationship to the 
background count rate 
As expected, the average number of false negatives per data set steadily decreases 
as the count rate increases (Figure 5.6).  Figure 5.6 presents the same information as that 
contained in Figure 5.5, except that averages have been taken over source time, and data 
are only presented as a function of count rate above background.  All results for the upper 
CUSUM total reset analysis are included in Appendix C. 
Dependent on 
source time 
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Figure 5.6 Cumulative sum (total reset and alarm reset) average number of false 
negatives normalized by source time as a function of the relationship to the 
background count rate 
CUSUM Alarm Reset Analysis
In the second CUSUM analysis, known as the alarm reset method, the CUSUM 
test statistic after an alarm occurs was calculated using the last Ci+ value before alarming.  
Unlike the total reset method, only those count rate values resulting in an alarm are 
excluded from the subsequent analyses (Figure 4.4).  (28) was used to calculate the alarm 
reset upper CUSUM statistic immediately following an out-of-control signal. 
After developing CUSUM alarm reset methods, the procedure was applied and 
false detection rates were evaluated.  Selected CUSUM alarm reset results for the 137Cs 
source at 1.25 and 2 times background for 5 and 25 seconds are presented in Figure 5.7.  
Examples of true positives, false positives and false negatives are indicated.   
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Figure 5.7 Selected MATLABTM CUSUM alarm reset results for (a) 137Cs source at 
1.25 times background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec) (b) 137Cs source at 1.25 
times background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec) (c) 137Cs source at 2 times 
background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec) (d) 137Cs source at 2 times 
background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec)  
 
The CUSUM alarm reset analysis resulted in an average false positive incidence 
rate of 0.66±0.96 per data set (160 background data points), or 0.41%±0.6%.  A statistical 
t-test for sample means was then performed to determine whether this false positive rate 
was statistically the same as the CUSUM total reset false positive rate of 0.21%±0.35%.  
Statistical t-tests were performed under both the assumptions of equal and unequal 
sample variances.  All statistical t-test analysis results are presented in Appendix E.  At 
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the 5% level of significance, sufficient evidence exists to conclude that the false positive 
rate means are different.  Therefore, the CUSUM alarm reset method results in a higher 
false positive rate than that of the total reset method.   
The dependence of CUSUM alarm reset analysis effectiveness on source time and 
count rate was evaluated.  Figure 5.8 presents the false negative incidence rate for 
selected source times as a function of the relationship to the background count rate.  The 
frequency of false negatives appears to be strongly dependent on source time at 1.25, 1.5, 
1.75 and 2 times the background count rate.  This source time dependence is even more 
pronounced than in the CUSUM total reset cases.  At very high count rates (3 times the 
background value), the CUSUM alarm reset method, like the 3-sigma and CUSUM total 
reset methods, is able to detect these radiation sources independently of the amount of 
time they are present.  Results of the CUSUM alarm reset method are included in 
Appendix C.   
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Figure 5.8 Cumulative sum (alarm reset) number of false negatives normalized by 
source time for selected source times as a function of the relationship to the 
background count rate 
As with the CUSUM total reset method, the average number of false negatives per 
data set for the alarm reset method steadily decreases as the count rate increases (Figure 
5.6).  Although both CUSUM methods resulted in no false negatives at 3 times the 
background count rate, at each of the four lower count rates the CUSUM alarm reset 
method consistently results in fewer false negative detects.   
After analyzing both the CUSUM total reset and alarm reset methods 
individually, results were compared directly.  It was concluded that the source time 
variable is of greater importance to the alarm reset method.  It was also established that 
the alarm reset method results in a higher false positive rate but fewer false negatives at 
all count rates less than three times background.  Results of the CUSUM analyses directly 
illustrate the compromise between false positives and false negatives—where a decrease 
in one inevitably results in an increase in the other.   
Dependent on 
source time
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Bayesian Statistical Analysis
Shiryayev-Roberts Control Chart 
The Shiryayev-Roberts (S-R) control chart was selected as the Bayesian method 
to be employed in the analysis of these data.  Unlike the classical process control chart 
methods, the ARL0 for the S-R control chart was computed iteratively using software 
included in Kenett and Zacks (1998).  To ensure the comparability of analyses, different 
values for the threshold posterior probability of event, F*, were selected until the S-R 
ARL0 was approximately equal to the classical ARL0 value of 741.  The F* value was 
determined to be approximately 0.9986, which is consistent with Kenett and Zacks 
(1998) observation that F* should be close to one and in the interval (0,1).  Iteration 
results are presented in Table D-1 of Appendix D.  The posterior probability of event 
threshold of 0.9986 was then used in conjunction with (26) to calculate an S-R control 
limit of 713.   
The S-R test statistic was evaluated sequentially using (23) and (24).  Like the 
CUSUM control chart, the S-R procedure is also based on an implicit assumption that the 
size of a potential shift, M, is known.  For consistency, a shift size of one standard 
deviation was adopted.  As with the CUSUM analysis, two different versions of the S-R 
control chart were developed that differ in the manner in which the S-R test statistic is 
reset subsequent to an alarm.    
Shiryayev-Roberts Total Reset Analysis
In the S-R total reset method, S-R test statistics following an alarm include no 
count rate data prior to the most recent alarm (Figure 4.5).  False positive and false 
negative incidence rates were evaluated after the S-R total reset methodology was applied 
to each of the fifty experimental count rate data sets using MATLABTM. Selected S-R 
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total reset results for the 137Cs source at 1.25 and 2 times background for 5 and 25 
seconds are presented in Figure 5.9.  Examples of true positives, false positives and false 
negatives are indicated.  The S-R total reset analysis resulted in an average false positive 
incidence rate of 0.12±0.33 per data set (160 background data points), or 0.08%±0.21%.    
However, the average number of false negatives per data set only slightly decreased as 
the count rate was increased (Figure 5.10).  After examining S-R total reset results, it 
became evident that the observed false negatives were actually an artifact of the initial S-
R response time following an alarm (Figure 5.9b and 5.9d).  As illustrated in Figures 5.9b 
and 5.9d, the S-R statistic rises above the threshold and an alarm is issued soon after the 
source is placed in the vicinity of the detector at 101 seconds.  However, because the S-R 
statistic calculated subsequent to an alarm includes no prior count rate data, the statistic 
falls below the threshold to a level near zero.  After accumulating several more count rate 
data points, the S-R statistic once again rises above the control limit and issues an alarm.  
This process repeats until the radiation source has been removed. 
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Figure 5.9 Selected MATLABTM S-R total reset results for (a) 137Cs source at 1.25 
times background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec) (b) 137Cs source at 1.25 times 
background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec) (c) 137Cs source at 2 times 
background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec) (d) 137Cs source at 2 times 
background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec)  
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Figure 5.10 Shiryayev-Roberts (total reset, total reset with delay time, alarm reset) 
average number of false negatives normalized by source time as a function 
of the relationship to the background count rate 
To address the aforementioned problem, the total reset method was modified to 
account for a delay in response before and after an out-of-control signal.  The modified S-
R total reset analysis is outlined in the Materials and Methods section (Figure 4.6).  After 
performing the modified S-R total reset method, the original false positive rate remained 
unchanged at 0.08%±0.21%.  In addition, the false negative incidence rate was 
consistently less than that of the original method at all count rates (Figure 5.10).  Because 
the modified S-R total reset method resulted in fewer false negatives with the same false 
positive rate, only this version of the S-R total reset method will be included in 
subsequent discussions.     
The dependence of S-R total reset analysis effectiveness on count rate and source 
time was also considered.  Figure 5.11 presents the same information as that contained in 
Figure 5.10 for the total reset (delay time) method, except that averages have not been 
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taken and only selected source times are included.  The false negative incidence rate does 
appear to depend on source time at each of the five experimental count rates.  In addition, 
the number of false negatives per data set decreased as the count rate increased.  Unlike 
previous methods, at very high count rates (3 times the background value) the S-R total 
reset method is still dependent on source time.  All results for the S-R total reset method 
are included in Appendix D.  
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Figure 5.11 Shiryayev-Roberts (total reset) number of false negatives normalized by 
source time for selected source times as a function of the relationship to the 
background count rate 
Shiryayev-Roberts Alarm Reset Analysis
In the second S-R analysis, known as the S-R alarm reset method, all count rate 
values resulting in an alarm are excluded from subsequent S-R test statistic calculations.  
However, S-R test statistics following an alarm do include prior count rate data not 
resulting in an out-of-control signal (Figure 4.7).  Selected S-R alarm reset results for the 
Dependent on 
source time
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137Cs source at 1.25 and 2 times background for 5 and 25 seconds are presented in Figure 
5.12.  Examples of true positives, false positives and false negatives are indicated.  The 
S-R alarm reset analysis resulted in an average false positive incidence rate of 2.5±2.89 
per data set (160 background data points), or 1.56%±1.8%.  This false positive rate is 
approximately twenty times greater than the S-R total reset rate of 0.08%±0.21%.  In the 
S-R total reset analysis, test statistics following an alarm include no count rate data prior 
to the most recent alarm.  Therefore, there is an inherent delay in response before and 
after each out-of-control signal.  For this reason, false positive detects are much less 
likely and a lower false positive rate results.     
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Figure 5.12 Selected MATLABTM S-R alarm reset results for (a) 137Cs source at 1.25 
times background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec) (b) 137Cs source at 1.25 times 
background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec) (c) 137Cs source at 2 times 
background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec) (d) 137Cs source at 2 times 
background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec)  
 
The dependence of S-R alarm reset analysis effectiveness on source time and 
count rate was also considered (Figure 5.13).  As was the case with the CUSUM 
analyses, the S-R alarm reset method shows an even greater dependence on source time 
than does the total reset method.  For a given count rate above background, the false 
negative rate decreases with increased source time.  At each of the five experimental 
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count rates, the S-R alarm reset method consistently results in fewer false negative 
detects than the total reset method (Figure 5.10).  Results of the S-R alarm reset method 
are included in Appendix D. 
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Figure 5.13 Shiryayev-Roberts (alarm reset) number of false negatives normalized by 
source time for selected source times as a function of the relationship to the 
background count rate 
After analyzing the individual approaches, both the S-R total reset and alarm reset 
methods were compared directly.  Based on graphical evaluations, it was concluded that 
the source time variable is of greater importance to the alarm reset method.  It was also 
established that the alarm reset method results in a false positive rate approximately 
twenty times greater than the S-R total reset rate.  However, the alarm reset method also 
results in fewer false negatives at all count rates.  
Dependent on 
source time 
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Comparison of Statistical Methods
After examining the results of each SPC methods individually, the five statistical 
analyses were directly compared.  The average false positive incidence rate for each 
method is presented in Figure 5.14.  Clearly, the S-R alarm reset method resulted in the 
most false positive detects while the S-R total reset method resulted in the fewest.  
Statistical t-tests were then performed comparing the 3-sigma analysis to both CUSUM 
analyses.  At the 5% level of significance, insufficient evidence exists to conclude that 
the false positive rates of the CUSUM analyses are statistically different from the 3-
sigma analysis.  However, as previously mentioned, the results of a statistical t-test for 
sample means indicated that the CUSUM alarm reset method results in a higher false 
positive rate than that of the total reset method.  Based on these results, one may conclude 
that the best statistical method in terms of the average number of false positives is the S-
R total reset method followed by both the 3-sigma and CUSUM total reset methods.  As 
widely reported, the 3-sigma control chart is relatively insensitive to small shifts, which 
in turn decreases the likelihood of incurring false positive detections.  Because test 
statistics following an alarm include no count rate data prior to the most recent alarm in 
both the S-R and CUSUM total reset analyses, an inherent delay in response exists before 
and after each out-of-control signal.  For this reason, both total reset methods are less 
sensitive to small fluctuations resulting in lower false positive incidence rates.  
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of the average false positive incidence rate for each statistical 
method with 1H error bars (note: the best three methods are indicated) 
The S-R total reset method clearly outperformed every method in terms of false 
positive detections.  It is possible that the S-R total reset method performed better than 
the CUSUM total reset method because of the inherent delay time associated with the S-
R total reset analysis.  However, a second possible explanation exists as well.  Although 
the CUSUM control chart does accumulate information from recent data points, it does 
not use the information to evaluate a posterior distribution.  Rather, fewer false positive 
detections may be a direct result of the Bayesian S-R total reset method only triggering 
an alarm when the posterior probability that a change has occurred exceeds 0.9986 (Lai 
1995). 
The average false negative incidence rate for each method as a function of the 
relationship to the background count rate is presented in Figure 5.15.  The best method at 
each count rate is indicated with #1 on that bar.  At the low and intermediate count rates 
of 1.25, 1.5 and 1.75 times background, the results of statistical t-tests indicate that the 
#1 #2#2
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average false negative rates of the CUSUM and S-R alarm reset methods are statistically 
equivalent at the 5% level of significance.   
Statistical t-tests were not required to determine the best method at the two 
highest count rates.  At 2 times the background count rate, the 3-sigma control chart 
resulted in the fewest number of false negatives, while at a source strength of 3 times 
background count rate, the 3-sigma and both CUSUM control chart methods resulted in 
no false negative detections.  Based on these results, one may conclude that the best 
statistical method in terms of the average false negative incidence rate is highly 
dependent on the signal-to-noise level where one wishes to alarm. 
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Figure 5.15 Comparison of the average number of false negatives normalized by source 
time as a function of the relationship to the background count rate for each 
statistical method (note: the best method is indicated for each count rate) 
The best statistical methods in terms of false negatives for each of the fifty data 
sets at all ten source times and five count rates are presented in Table 5.1—where “best” 
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is defined is that method resulting in the fewest number of false negatives.  As a 
noteworthy caveat, the fact that a given method is not listed does not necessarily mean 
that it did not perform well.  The exclusion of a method should only be interpreted to 
mean that it resulted in more false negatives than the “best” method.  At the lowest count 
rate of 1.25 times the background count rate (1.3H from the background mean), the 
CUSUM alarm reset method appears to be the best alternative at low source times, while 
the S-R alarm reset method is superior when sources are present for more than 
approximately 15 seconds.  One should recall that when time has been averaged out of 
the equation, the CUSUM and S-R alarm reset methods were found to be statistically 
equivalent (Figure 5.15).   
It is worth noting that at 1.25 times the background count rate, the size of the true 
process shift (1.3H) is nearly equivalent to the predicted shift, M, of 1.0H. Pollak and 
Siegmund (1985) have ascertained that the S-R procedure and the CUSUM control chart 
perform similarly when the size of the true process shift is equal to the predicted shift.  
However, results of this study indicate that this claim is dependent on the length of time 
that a mean shift is sustained.  
At intermediate count rates of 1.5 and 1.75 times the background count rate (2.7H
and 4.0H from the background mean), the CUSUM alarm reset method minimizes the 
number of false negatives at most source times.  However, the aforementioned results of 
statistical t-tests at these source strengths indicate that the average false negative rate of 
the CUSUM alarm reset method is statistically equivalent to that of the S-R alarm reset 
method at the 5% level of significance.   
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Although the CUSUM and S-R procedures perform similarly under certain 
situations, they are decidedly different when the size of the shift is unknown.  Claims 
made by both Pollak and Siegmund (1991) and Ergashev (2004) that the CUSUM control 
scheme performs slightly better for larger shifts in the control variable (i.e. count rate), 
while the S-R procedure is preferable when the shift is small are supported by the results 
presented in Table 5.1.  Thus, the CUSUM alarm reset procedure is faster in detecting 
intermediate changes in the process mean and fleeting small changes in the mean, while 
the S-R alarm reset control scheme is faster in detecting small sustained changes.   
At levels of twice the background count rate, Table 5.1 summarizes results 
presented in Figure 5.15 indicating that the 3-sigma control chart resulted in the fewest 
number of false negatives independent of the amount of time a source was present.  These 
results highlight a major performance characteristic of the 3-sigma control chart—its 
inability to detect small changes in a mean while readily detecting larger shifts 
(Srivastava and Wu 1993; Walpole et al. 1998; Chen 1999).  As affirmed by Srivastava 
and Wu (1993), both the S-R alarm reset procedure and the CUSUM alarm reset 
procedure more readily detect small shifts in a process than does the 3-sigma control 
chart.  This is because they combine and utilize information from several samples rather 
than only considering information contained in the last data point. 
Lastly, at 3 times the background rate, count rate levels were so high above 
background (10.7H from the background mean) that the 3-sigma and both CUSUM 
control chart methods resulted in no false negative detections.  Only at 2 seconds is the S-
R alarm reset method represented in Table 5.1 at this level above the background count 
rate.  Because of the inherent delay time associated with this method, it is difficult for the 
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S-R alarm reset method to minimize the false negative incidence rate even at large values 
for the true mean shift. 
The results of this study highlight why the CUSUM control chart has been 
recommended as a viable alternative to the 3-sigma chart when one is interested in 
detecting small shifts in a process mean (Walpole et al. 1998; Chen 1999; Montgomery 
2001).  However, the CUSUM alarm reset control chart is less successful than the 3-
sigma chart when large shifts are also of interest.  Also worth noting is the fact that the 
best method at 1.5 times background for 2 seconds was the 3-sigma analysis, which 
performed relatively well in most cases at low source times.  While the CUSUM and S-R 
analyses are dependent on both the length of time a source was present and the level 
above background, the 3-sigma analysis is only dependent on the level above background 
since it is actual data and not a test statistic that is monitored (Figure 5.2).  Therefore, 
when count rate levels are such that the 3-sigma analysis is able to readily detect the 
change (i.e. count rates are higher than the UCL), it is likely that the 3-sigma analysis 
will minimize the number of false detections at very low source times. 
Based on these results, one may conclude that the best statistical method in terms 
of the average number of false positives is the S-R total reset method followed by both 
the 3-sigma and CUSUM total reset methods.  The least desirable method in terms of the 
incidence of false positives is the S-R alarm reset method.   
In terms of false negatives, at a count rate of 1.25 times background the CUSUM 
alarm reset method appears to be the best alternative at low source times, while the S-R 
alarm reset method is superior when sources are present for more than approximately 15 
seconds.  At intermediate count rates of 1.5 and 1.75 times background, the CUSUM 
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alarm reset method minimizes the number of false negatives at most source times.  Thus, 
the CUSUM alarm reset procedure is faster in detecting intermediate changes in the 
process mean and fleeting small changes in the mean, while the S-R alarm reset control 
scheme is faster in detecting small sustained changes.   
Results at higher count rates were dissimilar to those at low and intermediate 
count rates.  At levels of twice the background count rate, the 3-sigma control chart 
resulted in the fewest number of false negative detects independently of the amount of 
time a source was present.  Lastly, at 3 times background, count rate levels were so high 
above background that the 3-sigma and both CUSUM control chart methods result in no 
false negative detections.  Because of the inherent delay time associated with the S-R 
method, it is difficult for this Bayesian method to minimize the number of false negatives 
when the shift in the mean count rate is great enough for competing methods to detect.  
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Table 5.1 Best methods in terms of false negatives as a function of the time a source is present and the relation to the background
count rate
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Recommendations
The on-line monitoring for illicit radioactive material with a minimum number of 
false detections is a critical need for homeland security, yet low signal-to-noise ratios 
make designing effective detection systems particularly difficult.  The results of these 
statistical process control analyses highlight the competing problems of high detection 
probability and low nuisance alarm rates.  Therefore, the selection of a statistical control 
procedure is highly dependent on whether one is more concerned with limiting false 
positive or false negative detections.  When weighted subjectively, the consequences 
resulting from not detecting an illicit radioactive substance are potentially more 
devastating than those resulting from false positive alarms.  However, high false positive 
alarm rates are not only costly and resource intensive but also lead to the discounting of 
true alarms.  For this reason, it is important that a statistical method is selected based on 
its particular application and the desired false positive and false negative alarm rates.   
In high level security situations or instances when there is reason to believe that a 
radiological threat exists, it is recommended that the CUSUM alarm reset method and the 
3-sigma chart be operated in parallel.  With the exception of very low count rates at long 
source times, the CUSUM alarm reset method consistently performed better in terms of 
false negatives than alternative methods at both low and intermediate count rates.  
However, the CUSUM alarm reset control chart is less successful than the 3-sigma chart 
at minimizing false negative errors when mean shifts are large.  Combining the CUSUM 
alarm reset and 3-sigma control chart has been proposed as the method to minimize the 
incidences of false negatives in an on-line monitoring application.  Several authors have 
found that combined CUSUM-Shewhart control charts only slightly decreases the ARL0
(Lucas 1982; Lai 1995; Kenett and Zacks 1998; Montgomery 2001).  In addition, both 
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the CUSUM alarm reset and 3-sigma analyses were found to perform moderately well at 
controlling the false positive incidence rate. 
In circumstances where a high level of security is not warranted and there are not 
sufficient resources to respond to an inordinate number of false positive alarms, it is 
recommended that the S-R total reset method be applied.  After evaluation of this 
method, it was found that the S-R total reset procedure is most adept at minimizing the 
false positive rate.  However, it is important to note that this low incidence of false 
positive alarms will result in an increase in the false negative incidence rate.  To 
overcome this problem, it is recommended that counting times be increased so as to 
ensure that a true radiological threat does not go undetected. 
Future Work
An implicit assumption of both the CUSUM and S-R control chart analyses is that 
the size of a potential mean shift is known.  In each of the preceding analyses, all 
potential mean shifts, M, were assumed to equal the typical one standard deviation as cited 
in literature (Montgomery 2001).  The source strengths of 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2 and 3 times 
the background count rate adopted in these analyses correspond to count rates at 1.3, 2.7, 
4.0, 5.3 and 10.7 standard deviations from the background mean, respectively.  Thus, in 
each scenario the predicted mean shift is less than the true shift.  Because the size of a 
potential shift cannot be known prior to monitoring, it is important to study the 
robustness of both statistical methods when the true shift value is different from the 
reference value.  Wu (1991) has concluded that selecting small reference values for the 
CUSUM procedure is advantageous, while moderate reference values should be adopted 
under the S-R procedure.  Thus, performing sensitivity analyses on the value of M selected 
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for both the CUSUM and S-R analyses would be valuable, as would be analyzing a 
scenario when the predicted mean shift was greater than the true shift.   
The S-R total reset method was modified in this study for application to 
environmental monitoring.  If an alarm occurred within twice the delay time of the 
previous alarm, all times between the two alarms were also considered to be out-of-
control.  The somewhat arbitrary value of two times the delay time was selected because 
it showed reasonable results in practice and did not increase the false positive rate.  
However, this value has not been optimized.  Because the modified S-R total reset 
method resulted in the lowest false positive incidence rate of all methods studied, 
optimizing this value is worthwhile and could lead to completely different conclusions—
with the S-R total reset method outperforming other methods in terms of both false 
positives and false negatives.   
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS  
When monitoring for the presence of low-level radioactivity, distinguishing 
between a transient radiation source and “static” natural background is complicated by 
low signal-to-noise ratios that could potentially result in false positive or false negative 
alarms.  Unfortunately, the compromise between high detection probability and low 
nuisance alarm rates is a difficult problem to overcome.  The primary objectives of this 
work were to apply both classical and Bayesian statistical process control techniques to 
the on-line monitoring of radiological data and to then compare the false positive and 
false negative incidence rates.   
Classical procedures adopted were the 3-sigma control chart and the cumulative 
sum (CUSUM) control chart, while the Bayesian method employed was the Shiryayev-
Roberts (S-R) control chart.  Because on-line environmental monitoring does not allow 
for corrective action following an out-of-control signal, two versions of the CUSUM and 
S-R procedures known as total reset and alarm reset methods were developed that differ 
only in the manner in which test statistics were reset subsequent to an alarm.  In addition, 
the S-R total reset method was modified to account for a delay in response before and 
after an out-of-control signal.   
The best statistical method in terms of the average false positive incidence rate 
was the S-R total reset method followed by both the 3-sigma and CUSUM total reset 
methods.  The least desirable method in terms of the incidence of false positives was the 
S-R alarm reset method.   
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In terms of false negatives, at a count rate of 1.25 times background the CUSUM 
alarm reset method was the best alternative at low source times, while the S-R alarm reset 
method was superior when sources were present for more than approximately 15 seconds.  
At intermediate count rates of 1.5 and 1.75 times background, the CUSUM alarm reset 
method minimized the number of false negatives at most source times.  Thus, the 
CUSUM alarm reset procedure was faster in detecting intermediate changes in the 
process mean and fleeting small changes in the mean, while the S-R alarm reset control 
scheme was faster in detecting small sustained changes.   
Results at higher count rates were different from those at low and intermediate 
count rates.  At levels of twice the background count rate, the 3-sigma control chart 
resulted in the fewest number of false negative detects independent of the amount of time 
a source was present.  Lastly, at 3 times background, count rate levels were so high above 
background that the 3-sigma and both CUSUM control chart methods resulted in no false 
negative detections.  Because of the inherent delay time associated with the S-R method 
even at high count rates, it was difficult for this Bayesian method to minimize the number 
of false negatives when the shift in the mean count rate was great enough for competing 
methods to detect. 
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Appendix A  
MATLABTM Algorithms
One-sided 3-sigma Algorithm 
%total number of seconds source is present 
source_time=input('enter the total number of seconds source is present > '); 
%background mean 
bkgd_mean=30.5; 
%background standard deviation 
bkgd_sd=5.71; 
 %upper control limit 
UCL=bkgd_mean+(3*bkgd_sd); 
%lower control limit 
LCL=bkgd_mean-(3*bkgd_sd); 
 %count rate data 
cr=[input('enter cr values')]; 
%total time 
size_cr=size(cr); 
sec=1:size_cr(1); 
%values for plot 
bkgd_mean_plot=bkgd_mean*ones(length(cr),1); 
UCL_plot=UCL*ones(length(cr),1); 
LCL_plot=LCL*ones(length(cr),1); 
%plot CR data with mean, UCL and LCL 
plot(sec,cr,'-b',sec,UCL_plot,'r--') 
xlabel('Time (seconds)');ylabel('Count Rate (cps)') 
legend('count rate (cps)','3 sigma control limit','Location','NorthWest') 
%extract points above UCL 
alarm=UCL-cr; 
%Lists all alarms 
list_alarm=find(alarm<0)  
%Counts the total number of alarms 
total_alarm=length(list_alarm) 
%Counts the number of true alarms 
list_true_alarm=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)<0); 
total_true_alarm=size(list_true_alarm); 
total_true_alarm(1); 
%Counts the total number of false positives 
total_false_positive=total_alarm(1)-total_true_alarm(1) 
%Counts the number of false negatives 
false_negative=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)>0); 
total_false_negative=length(false_negative) 
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One-sided Cumulative Sum with Total Reset Algorithm 
%total number of seconds source is present 
source_time=input('enter the time source is present (sec) > '); 
%background mean 
bkgd_mean=30.5; 
%background standard deviation 
bkgd_sd=5.71; 
%upper control limit (h) 
H=4.767; 
%reference level (k) 
k=0.5; 
%Starting Ci 
Co=0; 
%count rate data 
cr=[input('enter cr data')]; 
%standardized cr 
cr_std=(cr-bkgd_mean)/bkgd_sd; 
%subtract k 
cr_std_k=cr_std-k; 
%CUSUM    
C_sum(1)=cr_std_k(1)+Co; 
Ci(1)=max(0,C_sum(1)); 
for n=2:length(cr) 
 if Ci(n-1)<H; 
 C_sum(n)=cr_std_k(n)+Ci(n-1); 
 else 
 C_sum(n)=cr_std_k(n); 
 end 
Ci(n)=max(0,C_sum(n)); 
end 
%total time 
size_cr=size(cr); 
sec=1:size_cr(1); 
%plot CR data, decision limit and cumulative sum 
H_plot=H*ones(length(cr),1); 
hl1 = line(sec,cr,'Color','b','LineStyle','-'); 
ax1 = gca; 
xlabel('Time (seconds)');ylabel('Count Rate (cps)'); 
h = legend('count rate (cps)'); 
set(h,'Location','NorthWest','EdgeColor','k','Color','w'); 
ax2 = axes('Position',get(ax1,'Position'),... 
 'XAxisLocation','bottom',... 
 'YAxisLocation','right',... 
 'Color','none',... 
 'XColor','k','YColor','k'); 
set(ax2,'YLim',[-Inf 2*H]); 
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ylabel('Cumulative Sum'); 
hl2 = line(sec,Ci,'Color','k','LineStyle',':','Parent',ax2); 
hl2 = line(sec,H_plot,'Color','r','LineStyle','--','Parent',ax2); 
h2 = legend('cumulative sum'); 
set(h2,'Location','NorthEast','EdgeColor','k','Color','w'); 
%extract points above H 
alarm=H-Ci'; 
%Lists all alarms 
list_alarm=find(alarm<0) 
%Counts the total number of alarms 
total_alarm=length(list_alarm) 
%Counts the number of true alarms 
list_true_alarm=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)<0); 
total_true_alarm=length(list_true_alarm); 
%Counts the total number of false positives 
total_false_positive=total_alarm-total_true_alarm 
%Counts the number of false negatives 
false_negative=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)>0); 
total_false_negative=length(false_negative)  
One-sided Cumulative Sum with Alarm Reset Algorithm 
%total number of seconds source is present 
source_time=input('enter the time source is present (sec) > '); 
%background mean 
bkgd_mean=30.5; 
%background standard deviation 
bkgd_sd=5.71; 
%upper control limit (h) 
H=4.767; 
%reference level (k) 
k=0.5; 
%Starting Ci 
Co=0; 
%count rate data 
cr=[input('enter cr data')]; 
%standardized cr 
cr_std=(cr-bkgd_mean)/bkgd_sd; 
%subtract k 
cr_std_k=cr_std-k; 
%CUSUM    
C_sum(1)=cr_std_k(1)+Co; 
Ci(1)=max(0,C_sum(1)); 
for n=2:length(cr) 
%gives last n value when Ci(n) is not alarmed 
 difference(n)=H-Ci(n-1); 
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no_alarm=find(difference>0); 
 if no_alarm>0 
 v=no_alarm(end); 
 end 
%calculates CUSUM 
 if Ci(n-1)<H; 
 C_sum(n)=cr_std_k(n)+Ci(n-1); 
 else 
 C_sum(n)=cr_std_k(n)+Ci(v-1); 
 end 
Ci(n)=max(0,C_sum(n)); 
end 
%total time 
size_cr=size(cr); 
sec=1:size_cr(1); 
 %plot CR data, decision limit and cumulative sum 
H_plot=H*ones(length(cr),1); 
hl1 = line(sec,cr,'Color','b','LineStyle','-'); 
ax1 = gca; 
xlabel('Time (seconds)');ylabel('Count Rate (cps)'); 
h = legend('count rate (cps)'); 
set(h,'Location','NorthWest','EdgeColor','k','Color','w');  
ax2 = axes('Position',get(ax1,'Position'),... 
 'XAxisLocation','bottom',... 
 'YAxisLocation','right',... 
 'Color','none',... 
 'XColor','k','YColor','k'); 
set(ax2,'YLim',[-Inf 2*H]); 
ylabel('Cumulative Sum'); 
hl2 = line(sec,Ci,'Color','k','LineStyle',':','Parent',ax2); 
hl2 = line(sec,H_plot,'Color','r','LineStyle','--','Parent',ax2); 
h2 = legend('cumulative sum'); 
set(h2,'Location','NorthEast','EdgeColor','k','Color','w'); 
%extract points above H 
alarm=H-Ci'; 
%Lists all alarms 
list_alarm=find(alarm<0) 
%Counts the total number of alarms 
total_alarm=length(list_alarm) 
%Counts the number of true alarms 
list_true_alarm=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)<0); 
total_true_alarm=length(list_true_alarm); 
%Counts the total number of false positives 
total_false_positive=total_alarm-total_true_alarm 
%Counts the number of false negatives 
false_negative=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)>0); 
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total_false_negative=length(false_negative)  
Shiryayev-Roberts with Total Reset Algorithm 
%total number of seconds source is present 
source_time=input('enter the total number of seconds source is present > '); 
%background mean 
bkgd_mean=30.5; 
%background standard deviation 
bkgd_sd=5.71; 
%number of standard deviations 
delta=1; 
%n 
n=1; 
%significance level 
pie=.9986; 
%calculates stopping threshold 
thresh=pie/(1-pie); 
%count rate data 
cr=[input('enter cr data')]; 
%total time (t) 
t=1:length(cr); 
%thresh for plotting 
th=linspace(thresh,thresh,length(cr)); 
%Calculates SRm 
SR(1)=0; 
x=2; 
for m=2:(length(cr)) 
 if SR(m-1)<thresh 
 Rj=exp(-((n*delta^2)/(2*(bkgd_sd)^2))+(n*delta*(cr(x:m)-
bkgd_mean)/(bkgd_sd^2))); 
 Rj; 
 else 
 x=m; 
 Rj=exp(-((n*delta^2)/(2*(bkgd_sd)^2))+(n*delta*(cr(x:m)-
bkgd_mean)/(bkgd_sd^2))); 
 Rj; 
 end 
Rj_flip=Rj(length(Rj):-1:1); 
Rj_prod=cumprod(Rj_flip); 
SR(m)=sum(Rj_prod); 
end 
SRm=SR'; 
%plots CR data, SRm and stopping threshold for SRm 
hl1 = line(t,cr,'Color','b','LineStyle','-'); 
ax1 = gca; 
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xlabel('Time (seconds)');ylabel('Count Rate (cps)'); 
h = legend('count rate (cps)'); 
set(h,'Location','NorthWest','EdgeColor','k','Color','w');  
ax2 = axes('Position',get(ax1,'Position'),... 
 'XAxisLocation','bottom',... 
 'YAxisLocation','right',... 
 'Color','none',... 
 'XColor','k','YColor','k'); 
set(ax2,'YLim',[-Inf 2*thresh]); 
ylabel('SR Statistic'); 
hl2 = line(t,SRm,'Color','k','LineStyle',':','Parent',ax2); 
hl2 = line(t,th,'Color','r','LineStyle','--','Parent',ax2); 
h2 = legend('SR statistic'); 
set(h2,'Location','NorthEast','EdgeColor','k','Color','w'); 
%extract points above thresh 
alarm=thresh-SRm; 
%Lists all alarms 
list_alarm=find(alarm<0) 
%Counts the total number of alarms 
total_alarm=length(list_alarm) 
%Counts the number of true alarms 
list_true_alarm=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)<0); 
total_true_alarm=size(list_true_alarm); 
total_true_alarm(1); 
%Counts the total number of false positives 
total_false_positive=total_alarm(1)-total_true_alarm(1) 
%Counts the number of false negatives 
false_negative=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)>0); 
total_false_negative=length(false_negative)  
Shiryayev-Roberts with Alarm Reset Algorithm 
%total number of seconds source is present 
source_time=input('enter the total number of seconds source is present > '); 
%background mean 
bkgd_mean=30.5; 
%background standard deviation 
bkgd_sd=5.71; 
%number of standard deviations 
delta=1; 
%n 
n=1; 
%significance level 
pie=.9986; 
%calculates stopping threshold 
thresh=pie/(1-pie) 
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%count rate data 
cr=[input('enter cr data')]'; 
%total time (t) 
t=1:length(cr); 
%thresh for plotting 
th=linspace(thresh,thresh,length(cr)); 
%Calculates SRm 
SR(1)=0; 
x=2; 
for m=2:(length(cr))     
Rj=exp(-((n*delta^2)/(2*(bkgd_sd)^2))+(n*delta*(cr(x)-
bkgd_mean)/(bkgd_sd^2))); 
 Rj; 
 Rj_flip=Rj(length(Rj):-1:1); 
 Rj_prod=cumprod(Rj_flip); 
 SR(m)=sum(Rj_prod); 
%gives last m value when SR(m) is not alarmed 
 difference(m)=thresh-SR(m-1); 
 no_alarm=find(difference>0);  
 if no_alarm>0 
 v=no_alarm(end); 
 end 
%reset CR indices 
 if SR(m)<thresh 
 x=[x,m+1]; 
 else 
 limit=v; 
 reset=find(x<limit); 
 x=[x(reset),m+1]; 
 end 
end 
SRm=SR'; 
%extract points above thresh 
alarm=thresh-SRm; 
%Lists all alarms 
list_alarm=find(alarm<0) 
%plots CR data, SRm and stopping threshold for SRm 
hl1 = line(t,cr,'Color','b','LineStyle','-'); 
ax1 = gca; 
xlabel('Time (seconds)');ylabel('Count Rate (cps)'); 
h = legend('count rate (cps)'); 
set(h,'Location','NorthWest','EdgeColor','k','Color','w'); 
ax2 = axes('Position',get(ax1,'Position'),... 
 'XAxisLocation','bottom',... 
 'YAxisLocation','right',... 
 'Color','none',... 
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'XColor','k','YColor','k'); 
set(ax2,'YLim',[-Inf 2*thresh]); 
ylabel('SR Statistic'); 
hl2 = line(t,SRm,'Color','k','LineStyle',':','Parent',ax2); 
hl2 = line(t,th,'Color','r','LineStyle','--','Parent',ax2); 
h2 = legend('SR statistic'); 
set(h2,'Location','NorthEast','EdgeColor','k','Color','w'); 
%Counts the total number of alarms 
total_alarm=length(list_alarm) 
%Counts the number of true alarms 
list_true_alarm=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)<0); 
total_true_alarm=size(list_true_alarm); 
total_true_alarm(1); 
%Counts the total number of false positives 
total_false_positive=total_alarm(1)-total_true_alarm(1) 
%Counts the number of false negatives 
false_negative=find(alarm(101:100+source_time)>0); 
total_false_negative=length(false_negative)
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Appendix B  
Experimental Time Series Count Rate Data
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Figure B.1 Experimental count rate background data recorded for 1 hour in 1 second 
intervals 
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Figure B.2 Experimental count rate data for three times the background count rate 
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Figure B.3 Experimental count rate data for two times the background count rate 
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Figure B.4 Experimental count rate data for 1.75 times the background count rate 
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Figure B.5 Experimental count rate data for 1.5 times the background count rate 
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Figure B.6 Experimental count rate data for 1.25 times the background count rate 
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Appendix C  
Classical Statistical Analysis Results
Shewhart 3-sigma Analysis Results 
Table C.1 3-Sigma analysis false positive and false negative results 
Time (sec) 1.25 x B 1.5 x B 1.75 x B 2 x B 3 x B 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 3
2 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 0
5 0 2 0 1 2 5 4 2 0 0
10 0 0 2 2 1 8 7 3 0 0
15 0 1 0 0 1 10 15 4 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 19 15 8 1 0
25 1 1 0 0 0 18 16 8 1 0
30 3 0 1 0 0 30 24 6 1 0
40 0 0 1 1 0 33 27 12 2 0
50 0 0 0 2 0 44 34 12 1 0
60 2 2 0 0 0 57 43 15 0 0
Average 0.60 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.40 22.60 18.60 7.10 0.60 0.00
SD 1.07 0.84 0.71 0.84 0.70 18.09 13.43 4.75 0.70 0.00
Number of False Positives Number of False Negatives
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Figure C.1  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 2 seconds (101-102 sec) 
 
Figure C.2  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 5 seconds (101-105 
sec) 
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Figure C.3  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 10 seconds (101-110 sec) 
Figure C.4  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 15 seconds (101-115 
sec) 
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Figure C.5  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 20 seconds (101-120 
sec) 
Figure C.6  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 25 seconds (101-125 
sec) 
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Figure C.7  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 30 seconds (101-130 sec) 
Figure C.8  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 40 seconds (101-140 
sec) 
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Figure C.9  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 50 seconds (101-150 
sec) 
Figure C.10  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 3 
times background for 60 seconds (101-160 sec)
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Figure C.11  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 2 seconds (101-102 sec) 
Figure C.12  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec)
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Figure C.13  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 10 seconds (101-110 sec) 
Figure C.14  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 15 seconds (101-115 sec)
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Figure C.15   3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 20 seconds (101-120 sec) 
Figure C.16  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec)
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Figure C.17  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 30 seconds (101-130 sec) 
Figure C.18  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 40 seconds (101-140 sec)
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Figure C.19  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 50 seconds (101-150 sec) 
Figure C.20  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 2 
times background for 60 seconds (101-160 sec)
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Figure C.21  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.75 times background for 2 seconds (101-
102 sec) 
Figure C.22  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.75 times background for 5 seconds (101-
105 sec) 
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Figure C.23  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.75 
times background for 10 seconds (101-110 sec) 
Figure C.24  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.75 times background for 15 seconds (101-
115 sec) 
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Figure C.25  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.75 times background for 20 seconds (101-
120 sec) 
Figure C.26  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.75 times background for 25 seconds (101-
125 sec) 
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Figure C.27  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.75 times background for 30 seconds (101-130 
sec) 
 
Figure C.28  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.75 times background for 40 seconds (101-
140 sec) 
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Figure C.29  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.75 times background for 50 seconds (101-
150 sec) 
Figure C.30  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.75 times background for 60 seconds (101-160 
sec)
 
Figure C.31  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 2 seconds (101-102 sec) 
Figure C.32  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 5 seconds (101-105 sec)
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Figure C.33  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 10 seconds (101-110 sec) 
Figure C.34  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 15 seconds (101-115 sec)
 
Figure C.35  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 20 seconds (101-120 sec) 
Figure C.36  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 25 seconds (101-125 sec) 
 
Figure C.37  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 30 seconds (101-130 sec) 
Figure C.38  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 40 seconds (101-140 sec)
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Figure C.39  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 50 seconds (101-150 sec) 
Figure C.40  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 1.5 
times background for 60 seconds (101-160 sec)
 
Figure C.41  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 2 seconds (101-102 
sec) 
Figure C.42  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 5 seconds (101-105 
sec)
 
Figure C.43  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 10 seconds (101-110 
sec) 
Figure C.44  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 15 seconds (101-115 
sec)
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Figure C.45  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 20 seconds (101-120 
sec) 
Figure C.46  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 25 seconds (101-125 
sec)
 
Figure C.47  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 30 seconds (101-130 
sec) 
Figure C.48  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 40 seconds (101-140 
sec)
 
Figure C.49  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 50 seconds (101-150 
sec) 
Figure C.50  3-sigma analysis with 137Cs at 
1.25 times background for 60 seconds (101-160 
sec)
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Cumulative Sum Total Reset Analysis Results 
Table C.2 CUSUM total reset analysis false positive and false negative results 
 
Time (sec) 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 3 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 3
2 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 0
5 1 1 0 0 0 4 4 3 1 0
10 1 1 1 0 0 8 7 6 2 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 11 13 8 4 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 16 15 11 8 0
25 0 0 0 0 1 18 18 14 10 0
30 2 0 2 1 0 25 21 16 9 0
40 0 0 0 0 0 31 28 21 13 0
50 1 1 0 1 0 41 34 25 16 0
60 1 1 0 0 0 48 40 30 15 0
Average 0.60 0.50 0.30 0.20 0.10 20.40 18.20 13.50 7.90 0.00
SD 0.70 0.53 0.67 0.42 0.32 15.61 12.72 9.58 5.70 0.00
Number of False Positives Number of False Negatives
Figure C.51  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 2 seconds (101-
102 sec) 
 
Figure C.52  CUSUM total reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 5 
seconds (101-105 sec) 
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Figure C.53  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 10 seconds (101-
110 sec) 
Figure C.54  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 15 seconds 
(101-115 sec) 
 
Figure C.55  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure C.56  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec) 
 
Figure C.57  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 30 seconds 
(101-130 sec) 
Figure C.58  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec) 
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Figure C.59  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure C.60  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec)
 
Figure C.61  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 2 seconds (101-
102 sec) 
Figure C.62  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 5 seconds (101-
105 sec)
 
Figure C.63  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 10 seconds 
(101-110 sec) 
Figure C.64  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 15 seconds 
(101-115 sec)
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Figure C.65   CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure C.66  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec)
 
Figure C.67  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 30 seconds 
(101-130 sec) 
Figure C.68  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec)
 
Figure C.69  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure C.70  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec)
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Figure C.71  CUSUM total reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 2 
seconds (101-102 sec) 
Figure C.72  CUSUM total reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 5 
seconds (101-105 sec) 
 
Figure C.73  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 10 seconds 
(101-110 sec) 
Figure C.74  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 15 seconds 
(101-115 sec) 
 
Figure C.75  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure C.76  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec) 
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Figure C.77  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 30 seconds 
(101-130 sec) 
 
Figure C.78  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec) 
 
Figure C.79  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure C.80  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec)
 
Figure C.81  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 2 seconds 
(101-102 sec) 
Figure C.82  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 5 seconds 
(101-105 sec)
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Figure C.83  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 10 seconds 
(101-110 sec) 
Figure C.84  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 15 seconds 
(101-115 sec)
 
Figure C.85  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure C.86  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec) 
 
Figure C.87  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 30 seconds 
(101-130 sec) 
Figure C.88  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec)
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Figure C.89  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure C.90  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec)
 
Figure C.91  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 2 seconds 
(101-102 sec) 
Figure C.92  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 5 seconds 
(101-105 sec)
 
Figure C.93  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 10 seconds 
(101-110 sec) 
Figure C.94  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 15 seconds 
(101-115 sec)
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Figure C.95  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure C.96  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec)
 
Figure C.97  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 30 seconds 
(101-130 sec) 
Figure C.98  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec)
 
Figure C.99  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure C.100  CUSUM total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec)
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Cumulative Sum Alarm Reset Analysis Results 
Table C.3 CUSUM alarm reset analysis false positive and false negative results 
 
Time (sec) 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 3 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 3
2 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 0
5 2 2 0 0 0 4 2 2 1 0
10 0 1 2 0 0 4 3 2 1 0
15 1 0 0 0 0 5 10 2 1 0
20 0 2 0 0 0 9 8 3 1 0
25 0 0 0 1 1 9 5 2 2 0
30 4 0 3 1 0 10 4 3 1 0
40 1 1 1 0 0 10 6 4 2 0
50 2 2 0 1 0 24 5 1 1 0
60 2 1 0 0 0 15 5 1 1 0
Average 1.20 1.10 0.60 0.30 0.10 9.20 5.00 2.10 1.20 0.00
SD 1.32 0.88 1.07 0.48 0.32 6.48 2.54 0.99 0.42 0.00
Number of False Positives Number of False Negatives
Figure C.101  CUSUM alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 2 seconds (101-
102 sec) 
 
Figure C.102  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 5 
seconds (101-105 sec) 
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Figure C.103  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 10 
seconds (101-110 sec) 
Figure C.104  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 15 
seconds (101-115 sec) 
 
Figure C.105  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 20 
seconds (101-120 sec) 
Figure C.106  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 25 
seconds (101-125 sec) 
 
Figure C.107  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 30 
seconds (101-130 sec) 
Figure C.108  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 40 
seconds (101-140 sec) 
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Figure C.109  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 50 
seconds (101-150 sec) 
Figure C.110  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 3 times background for 60 
seconds (101-160 sec)
 
Figure C.111  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 2 seconds 
(101-102 sec) 
Figure C.112  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 5 seconds 
(101-105 sec)
 
Figure C.113  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 10 
seconds (101-110 sec) 
Figure C.114  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 15 
seconds (101-115 sec)
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Figure C.115   CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 20 
seconds (101-120 sec) 
Figure C.116  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 25 
seconds (101-125 sec)
 
Figure C.117  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 30 
seconds (101-130 sec) 
Figure C.118  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 40 
seconds (101-140 sec)
 
Figure C.119  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 50 
seconds (101-150 sec) 
Figure C.120  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 2 times background for 60 
seconds (101-160 sec)
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Figure C 121  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 2 
seconds (101-102 sec) 
Figure C.122  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 5 
seconds (101-105 sec) 
 
Figure C.123  CUSUM alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 10 seconds 
(101-110 sec) 
Figure C.124  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 15 
seconds  (101-115 sec) 
 
Figure C.125  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 20 
seconds (101-120 sec) 
Figure C.126  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 25 
seconds (101-125 sec) 
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Figure C.127  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 30 
seconds (101-130 sec) 
 
Figure C.128  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 40 
seconds (101-140 sec) 
 
Figure C.129  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 50 
seconds (101-150 sec) 
Figure C.130  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.75 times background for 60 
seconds (101-160 sec)
 
Figure C.131  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 2 
seconds (101-102 sec) 
Figure C.132  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 5 
seconds (101-105 sec)
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Figure C.133  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 10 
seconds (101-110 sec) 
Figure C.134  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 15 
seconds (101-115 sec)
Figure C.135  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 20 
seconds (101-120 sec) 
Figure C.136  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 25 
seconds (101-125 sec) 
 
Figure C.137  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 30 
seconds  (101-130 sec) 
Figure C.138  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 40 
seconds (101-140 sec)
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Figure C.139  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 50 
seconds (101-150 sec) 
Figure C.140  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.5 times background for 60 
seconds (101-160 sec)
 
Figure C.141  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 2 
seconds (101-102 sec) 
Figure C.142  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 5 
seconds (101-105 sec)
 
Figure C.143  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 10 
seconds (101-110 sec) 
Figure C.144  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 15 
seconds (101-115 sec)
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Figure C.145  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 20 
seconds (101-120 sec) 
Figure C.146  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 25 
seconds (101-125 sec)
 
Figure C.147  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 30 
seconds (101-130 sec) 
Figure C.148  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 40 
seconds (101-140 sec)
Figure C.149  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 50 
seconds (101-150 sec) 
Figure C.150  CUSUM alarm reset analysis 
with 137Cs at 1.25 times background for 60 
seconds (101-160 sec)
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Appendix D  
Bayesian Statistical Analysis Results
Table D.1 Iterative posterior probability of event, F*, selection to ensure the average 
S-R ARL0 was approximately equal to the classical ARL0 value of 741.   
ARL  ARL - ARL  ARL - ARL  ARL - ARL  ARL - ARL  ARL -
1 119.2 94.5 214.0 143.6 745.7 554.3 777.1 589.9 974.9 637.5
2 115.7 87.9 228.5 153.5 661.6 523.1 773.3 587.6 969.4 658.2
3 120.8 88.0 221.5 179.3 697.9 486.8 695.5 530.1 955.0 607.1
4 101.2 58.4 233.3 170.1 679.3 553.5 769.3 541.1 993.4 624.1
5 116.8 69.6 264.1 205.8 660.9 534.9 805.6 577.8 935.0 646.6
Overall 114.7 7.8 232.3 19.2 689.1 35.1 764.1 40.9 965.5 21.9
E*=0.9985 3*=0.9986 E*=0.999Trial # (100 runs 
for each trial)
F*=0.99 E*=0.995
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Shiryayev-Roberts Total Reset Analysis Results 
Table D.2 S-R total reset analysis false positive and false negative results 
 
Time (sec) 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 3 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 3
2 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 2 1
5 1 0 0 0 0 5 4 4 4 4
10 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 8 7
15 1 0 0 0 0 14 14 13 13 11
20 0 1 0 0 0 19 19 18 17 15
25 0 0 0 0 0 23 23 23 21 19
30 0 0 0 0 0 28 28 27 26 23
40 0 0 1 0 0 38 37 36 34 30
50 0 0 0 0 0 47 46 45 43 38
60 1 0 0 0 0 57 56 53 51 45
Average 0.40 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 24.20 23.80 22.90 21.90 19.30
SD 0.52 0.32 0.32 0.00 0.00 18.34 18.04 17.43 16.56 14.70
Number of False Positives Number of False Negatives
Figure D.1  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs at 
3 times background for 2 seconds (101-102 sec) 
 
Figure D.2  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 3 times background for 5 seconds (101-105 
sec) 
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Figure D.3  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs at 
3 times background for 10 seconds (101-110 
sec) 
Figure D.4  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 3 times background for 15 seconds (101-
115 sec) 
 
Figure D.5  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 3 times background for 20 seconds (101-
120 sec) 
Figure D.6  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 3 times background for 25 seconds (101-
125 sec) 
 
Figure D.7  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 3 times background for 30 seconds (101-130 
sec) 
Figure D.8  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 3 times background for 40 seconds (101-
140 sec)
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Figure D.9  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 3 times background for 50 seconds (101-
150 sec) 
Figure D.10  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 3 times background for 60 seconds (101-160 
sec) 
 
Figure D.11  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 2 seconds (101-102 
sec) 
Figure D.12  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 5 seconds (101-105 
sec)
 
Figure D.13  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 10 seconds (101-110 
sec) 
Figure D.14  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 15 seconds (101-115 
sec)
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Figure D.15   S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 20 seconds (101-120 
sec) 
Figure D.16  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 25 seconds (101-125 
sec)
 
Figure D.17  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 30 seconds (101-130 
sec) 
Figure D.18  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 40 seconds (101-140 
sec)
 
Figure D.19  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 50 seconds (101-150 
sec) 
Figure D.20  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 2 times background for 60 seconds (101-160 
sec)
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Figure D.21  S-R total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 2 seconds 
(101-102 sec) 
Figure D.22  S-R total reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 5 seconds 
(101-105 sec) 
 
Figure D.23  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.75 times background for 10 seconds (101-
110 sec) 
Figure D.24  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.75 times background for 15 seconds (101-
115 sec) 
 
Figure D.25  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.75 times background for 20 seconds (101-
120 sec) 
Figure D.26  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.75 times background for 25 seconds (101-
125 sec) 
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Figure D.27  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.75 times background for 30 seconds (101-
130 sec) 
 
Figure D.28  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.75 times background for 40 seconds (101-
140 sec) 
Figure D.29  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.75 times background for 50 seconds (101-
150 sec) 
Figure D.30  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.75 times background for 60 seconds (101-
160 sec)
 
Figure D.31  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 2 seconds (101-102 
sec) 
Figure D.32  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 5 seconds (101-105 
sec)
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Figure D.33  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 10 seconds (101-
110 sec) 
Figure D.34  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 15 seconds (101-
115 sec)
 
Figure D.35  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 20 seconds (101-
120 sec) 
Figure D.36  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 25 seconds (101-
125 sec) 
 
Figure D.37  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 30 seconds (101-
130 sec) 
Figure D.38  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 40 seconds (101-
140 sec)
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Figure D.39  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 50 seconds (101-
150 sec) 
Figure D.40  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.5 times background for 60 seconds (101-
160 sec)
 
Figure D.41  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 2 seconds (101-
102 sec) 
Figure D.42  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 5 seconds (101-
105 sec)
 
Figure D.43  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 10 seconds (101-
110 sec) 
Figure D.44  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 15 seconds (101-
115 sec)
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Figure D.45  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 20 seconds (101-
120 sec) 
Figure D.46  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 25 seconds (101-
125 sec)
 
Figure D.47  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 30 seconds (101-
130 sec) 
Figure D.48  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 40 seconds (101-
140 sec)
 
Figure D.49  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 50 seconds (101-
150 sec) 
Figure D.50  S-R total reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.25 times background for 60 seconds (101-
160 sec)
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Shiryayev-Roberts Alarm Reset Analysis Results 
 
Table D.3 S-R alarm reset analysis false positive and false negative results 
 
Time (sec) 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 3 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 3
2 2 0 4 0 0 2 2 1 2 0
5 3 3 0 0 0 5 4 2 2 1
10 1 5 5 0 3 6 6 5 2 1
15 11 0 1 1 0 5 14 0 4 1
20 3 8 1 2 2 5 10 5 3 1
25 13 1 4 5 0 9 8 6 4 1
30 7 1 7 2 0 9 6 5 3 2
40 2 4 4 1 0 11 7 4 1 2
50 5 2 2 0 0 14 7 4 3 2
60 4 1 1 4 0 14 10 2 3 1
Average 5.10 2.50 2.90 1.50 0.50 8.00 7.40 3.40 2.70 1.20
SD 4.04 2.55 2.23 1.78 1.08 4.08 3.37 2.01 0.95 0.63
Number of False NegativesNumber of False Positives
Figure D.51  S-R alarm reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 3 times background for 2 seconds (101-102 
sec) 
 
Figure D.52  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 5 seconds 
(101-105 sec) 
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Figure D.53  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 10 seconds 
(101-110 sec) 
Figure D.54  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 15 seconds 
(101-115 sec) 
 
Figure D.55  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure D.56  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec) 
 
Figure D.57  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 30 seconds 
(101-130 sec) 
Figure D.58  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec)
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Figure D.59  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure D.60  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 3 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec) 
 
Figure D.61  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 2 seconds (101-
102 sec) 
Figure D.62  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 5 seconds (101-
105 sec)
 
Figure D.63  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 10 seconds 
(101-110 sec) 
Figure D.64  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 15 seconds 
(101-115 sec)
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Figure D.65   S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure D.66  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec) 
 
Figure D.67  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 30 seconds 
(101-130 sec) 
Figure D.68  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec)
 
Figure D.69  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure D.70  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 2 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec)
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Figure D.71  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 2 seconds 
(101-102 sec) 
Figure D.72  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 5 seconds 
(101-105 sec) 
 
Figure D.73  S-R alarm reset analysis with 137Cs 
at 1.75 times background for 10 seconds (101-
110 sec) 
Figure D.74  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 15 seconds  
(101-115 sec) 
 
Figure D.75  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure D.76  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec) 
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Figure D.77  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 30 seconds 
(101-130 sec) 
 
Figure D.78  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec) 
 
Figure D.79  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure D.80  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.75 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec) 
 
Figure D.81  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 2 seconds 
(101-102 sec) 
Figure D.82  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 5 seconds 
(101-105 sec)
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Figure D.83  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 10 seconds 
(101-110 sec) 
Figure D.84  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 15 seconds 
(101-115 sec)
Figure D.85  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure D.86  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec) 
 
Figure D.87  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 30 seconds  
(101-130 sec) 
Figure D.88  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec)
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Figure D.89  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure D.90  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.5 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec)
 
Figure D.91  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 2 seconds 
(101-102 sec) 
Figure D.92  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 5 seconds 
(101-105 sec)
 
Figure D.93  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 10 seconds 
(101-110 sec) 
Figure D.94  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 15 seconds 
(101-115 sec)
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Figure D.95  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 20 seconds 
(101-120 sec) 
Figure D.96  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 25 seconds 
(101-125 sec)
 
Figure D.97  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 30 seconds 
(101-130 sec) 
Figure D.98  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 40 seconds 
(101-140 sec) 
 
Figure D.99  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 50 seconds 
(101-150 sec) 
Figure D.100  S-R alarm reset analysis with 
137Cs at 1.25 times background for 60 seconds 
(101-160 sec)
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Appendix E  
Statistical t-test Analysis Results
Table E.1 Matrix of statistical t-test analyses conducted 
Degrees of 
freedom, v Decision
Degrees of 
freedom, v Decision
3-sigma
(true probability)
3-sigma
(experimental probability)
CUSUM total reset 
(false positives)
CUSUM alarm reset 
(false positives)
3-sigma 
(false positives)
CUSUM total reset 
(false positives)
3-sigma 
(false positives)
CUSUM alarm reset 
(false positives)
CUSUM total reset 
(false positives)
S-R total reset 
(false positives)
CUSUM alarm reset 
(1.25xB false negatives)
S-R alarm reset 
(1.25xB false negatives)
CUSUM alarm reset 
(1.5xB false negatives)
S-R alarm reset  
(1.5xB false negatives)
CUSUM alarm reset 
(1.75xB false negatives)
S-R alarm reset 
(1.75xB false negatives)
µHµ
µ=µ
µ=µ
µHµ
µ=µ
µ=µ
µ=µ
N/A
17.7
17.6
µHµ
µ=µ
µ=µ
µHµ
µ=µ
µ=µ
µ=µ 2.101
N/A48
98
98
98
98
18
18
18
1.99
2.11
-2.101 2.101
1.99
-1.988 1.988
1.985
N/A
78.6
86.7
Rejection 
region  -t7/2,v,
t7/2,v
µHµ
Assume Variances Equal Assume Variances Unequal
TSample variance
Sample 
meannMethods Compared
N/A
95.4
10
10 0.06
0.46
=0.0014 N/A
-2.101
-1.99
-2.11
0.47
0.02
-1.985
-1.99
0.09
79.3
17.3-2.101 2.101
50 0.54 0.66
1.43
Rejection 
region   -t7/2,v,
t7/2,v
10 0.34 0.09
-1.00 -2.101 2.101
10 0.48 0.11
10 0.17 0.03
-0.74 -2.101 2.101
10 0.23 0.03
50 0.34 0.31
-2.04 -1.984 1.984
50 0.66 0.92
-1.984 1.984
50 0.34 0.31
50 0.54 0.66
-0.67 -1.984 1.984
50 0.66 0.92
50 0.34 0.31
2.41 -1.984 1.984
50 0.12 0.11
-1.96 1.96
50 0.0034 0.000026
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